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a ruler bas generally-been recognized as the main concern 
or the Henry ll plays. The widely established theory, pro-
pounded notably by 11ro·Dover Wilson and Dr. Tillyard, has. 
been that the education continues through .tbe two plays ot 
Henry IV and tbat of the two requisites of ideal kingship 
(Chivalry and Justice}, Prince Hal ·attains tbe first in --. -"""" .__.; -- - -
"' Part One and the second in Part Tw'o. 
This study proposes tl1at the Prince does· attain botb 
qualifications in Part One on the basis that bis recon·-
ciliation with tbe King (God's deputy ori earth and symbol 
of His Justice 1n Elizabethan id-eology) is a recqnciliation 
with Justice. The reconciliation ls final, for after .it 
the Prince does not relapse into any irresponsible action 
throughout Part One. Tbe juxtaposition of the characters 
of Hal and Hotspur is an intricate process of unveiling 
tbe true values pertaining to man as an individual and as 
a statesman. Their rivalry is croi-med by Hal defeating . 
w' Hotspur af'ter excelling him in Chivalry and in other merits ' 
as well. 
Hal's association w1 tb Falstaff is a rewarding ex- . 
perience in the study of hUl!lan nature, but Falstaff. •· 
. i 
. ' 
(synlbol of· Chaos and Disorder) bas to be ~lienateg f~o~ _. _ . ..-,v··-·"""~'~,.,-, .... ..... ~"_ . .,_ .. ,_,, 
.·· . 
. 
-~~s,·,·a·-~~-·,---,~,"'=·-~,-~·-~----+··,'···--· -- 1& r·esponsible ·would-be King. 
. I 
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. The estrangement .·rrom Fal.;, ~ 
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etaft is, 1n itself a proof that tbe ·education .of the , 
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. 
~nee is completed at the end o-r_.±, Henry IY· 
0 
· What import has the. completion of the Prince• s edu-
cation in ]: Henry IV on the ·controversy over the unity 
·or the two plays? It obviously demonstrates tbe thematic 
as well as the dramatic integrity or that play. g Henry 
IV stands as a parallel to, rather than a continuation of, 
! Hertr:v: IV, for 1 t resumes the schooling proce·ss .from the 
beginning and forgets that there has been a "graduation" 
. 
in !. HenJ.J: IY~ 
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nArgument in cl'1 tioi·sm," says Professor Stoll, "is of 
~ -.. 11 ttle avail as in religion, particularly when 1 t touches 
l Sbakeapeereon Fortunately for critics, this is what keeps 
(_ tbem in business. Had Shakespeare been a plain artist and 
bad bis meanings --·-rest·ed on one level only, the doors or , 
scholarship would have been closed long ago. The world of 
~- -
• 
course t:rould have been IJlUOb poorer, scholars unb.appier., and -'--~-----
• 
candidates for degre,s most unlucky. 
This does not necessarily mean that Shakespeare 1• .... 
8 amb1guous" -or his judgments nambivalent,_" as some mod,ern 
oritios ibave made him. Indeed., he is as unequivocal and 
as.any didactic writer can be. As a great 
artist be does not make absolutely explioit judgments, but 
2 be constantly "makes it clear where his s:vm,patbies lie," 
/ -~-
--
. ' 
l-
i 
' .. and\_ b~ is always concerned with tbe moral nature o.f man. 
Tbe difriculty in grasping his full meaning arises~ I 
think, fl'om the fact that he "is, like a mountain, too great \_ 
-· -to be encompassed with a single glance. of the naked eye. 
' 
When a geologist, a botanist, a poet, a photographer and a 
plumber--all well-intentioned seekers or trutb--tell us 
what they have seen in the great mountain, probably none of._----·- __ ~ _ 
them will be utterly wrong--not even the plumbero Neither -
will any one comprehend- ·the whole trutb. Our appreciation 
of their findings may be largely influenced by our pl'ej·udicea _ ,-r .~:c' •.<r." .. .,. .• , .. "<,,·.• ,-.:;..,~ ........ ~ ... 1: ...... ,.,_,..,,..,-:--:~::"fl:'-..,...... -... r--o.-.., ••• •_•c,-:-•, ,-,•• .- e,.~-..-.-,,L-·--.~,--·, • ._-.,. • -~ 
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to~ards, sa7, ·geology, poetry or plumbing. I am not imply-
- 1ng that understanding Shakespeare is impossible. 
P~!pting out the vastness of scope, and naturally a picture 
composed of the combined eff'orts of all claimants could be ': 
- . 
the closest to the real mountain. Undoubtedly, eve-ry single 
/ 
contribution enriches tbe whole though one might very well 
argue that a geologist's findings are of greater validity 
than a plumber's. 
- -· - - - . --
. With full .awareness of tbe controveray &Dd diversity of 
crit1c·a1 approaches to Shakespeare• s moral vision in general 
and bis political thinking in particular, this study will be 
concerned t1i tb on~ of bis political themes-: the education 
ot a Prince for his Kingly responsibilities in Henrz IV 
Part One. 
' 
This theme bas of course been dealt w1 th by many $cbol-
3 l ars, notably by Mr. Dover Wilson and Dro E, M. W. Tillyard. , 
After them, the theme has be.come a basic assumption in the 
·1nterpretation of Henrz lY plays in spite of occasional 
4 . I 
objections to 1 t. The Wilson-Tillyard theory assumes that 
~ 
tbe education of the Prince continues in tbe two plays of 
Henpy IV and that in order to qualify for his future position 
as England's ideal King, Prince Hal has to attain the two 
r·equisi·tes of royalty: Chivalry· and Justice. In Part One 
be pa-sses only tbe Cbiv~lry test., and in Part Two be ac-
quires~ Justice. I shall try to~ show tha~t Prince Hal does 
, Q 
· attain both qualifications in Part One .and so bis education 
--------·~ 
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11 completed in that play. !be bearing on tba relation-
ship between the two plays will be the confirmation of 
tbe complete integrity·ot Part One. 
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CHAP•fER I \ 
( 
' 
. 
.. , !be Pr1noe and tbe King: ~ .· 
_· · · 
-_ - "You aball not tine! ·-1,, io" · -· 
. . If I were asked to make one simple generalization on 
. tbe King-Prince re·lation:,bip I would say that they are both 
.as normal--the concep-ts of tbe Elizabethan age .cons1dered.;.-
as any king and prince can be and that the nature of their 
dramatized conflict is that or a misunderstanding to be 
·- ·- -
clarified rather than of deep wounds to be healed. 
To see King Henry IV as a scheming politician,. an un-
.. , ~ 
scrupulous Machiavellian, and a consoience-stricken wretch, 
and to have all that ref'lected in Hal's conducJ; towards bim 
!, 
as father and as King·is not justified by the text of the 
pla~s. Most or the obarges which tend to blacken the King's· 
character seem to have originated in passages in Richard II 
--~--
and g Hen:r;r IV. ! Henry ll provides no evidence to indict 
tbe King, and to bring in passages from an earlier ·or ~rom 
a later play hardly seems a fair.method of criticism. But 
even in Richard Il and~ Henr~ !Y the pictur.e is not reall7 
, as bad as it is of.ten thought to be. 
Whether Henry IV's accession was the result or success-
ful plotting or whether the crown was conferred upon him by 
·Fortune bas been long debated and no universally recognized 
solution has been reached. 11 Circumstance," .says Dover Wil-
son., 11dri ves bim on i'rom point to point; be takes what 
·• . Fo~tune and Fortune's puppet, Richard, throw in bis patb. 
' ~ 
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r 
- l ~ He 11 an opportunist not a schemer." Ribner, on tbe other 
--ban d~---b a a seen Bolingbroke, though very s3mpatbetically ~ - ---·----·-----·--------- --
treated by Shakespeare, 1n tbe main stream oft~ Macbiavel~ .. 
lian tradition in -Riobard g and Henrz IV Plays. A third ,--. 
group or commentators bas linked the two opposing views. 3 
That Henry is both ambitious and innoce~t seems more 
justifiable rrom the text than other suppositions. In 4' 
Ric bard II Henry comes back :from exile to claim his familJ_ ~-- ----~--------
possessions, but the situation pushes bim to "meet neces-
sities like necessities," and, like any no:rmally anibit1oua4 
man, be accepts the role be is destilled to play.5 
Henry's way to tbe throne is smoothed very much for 
bim by Shakespeare. Richard II is shown as an inerficient 
and unjust Ifing. He makes blunders in dealing with the 
Bolingbroke-Mowbray quarrel. He is involved in the murder 
or bis uncle~ tb~. Duke of Gloucester (-Woodstock), and ·1 t l 
. ' 
··':', 
'.\ . ...,. 
seems that this was common knowledge for Elizabethan writers 6 
and tbeir readers. The. banishment of Bolingbroke and Mow-
bray, arbitrary as 1 t is, with the oath not to "001mnunicate" 
reveals some anxiety: the one who bas almost discovered the 
7 truth should not communicat-e with the one who .knows it. To 
the Elizabethan audience, Richard's involvement in the mur-
der of bis uncle Woodstock seems to have been taken £or 
granted and easily as-sociated ~11th Queen Elizabeth's putting 
Mary Stuart to deatb. 8 Perhaps this was o~e of the reasons 
why Essex's supporters bad Richard II (wbetber Shakespeare's 
-. 
t 
- ... 
' 
----·--·------
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- --- ------ - . 
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, or another' a play) performed on tbe eve of their uprising. ·: _ ~- ---~- -~--- _ , . 
--
Riobard's follies, ravoritism and diverse weaknesse~ _ _. ,..-.- ___ . __ .__.._ .. ...,,._. 
' -- - . 
. . 9 
_-bave been noted bJ all sources. After Old Gaunt 1 s deatb, 
Riobard seizes bis property3 thus arbitrarily disinheriting 
· Bol1ngbroke. This deed enrages York, Ricbard'.s (and Boling-
broke' s) uncle, who sees it a violation of the doctrine of-
bereditary rights, the ver:, doctrine on which Richard's crown 
------
-
rests. Ironically, R1~,hard here sets an example of usurpa--
tion·, and when bis· own throne is usurped, tbe effect is that 
ot poetic justice rather than of a crime. 
\ 
'- Ii. 
v: . 
By failing to do what a good king should do, by being 
, -"not himself*, but ~aselJ led by flatterers n ,, ( II.1. 241)., 
• 
I 
.Riobard loses support among both nobility and commonalty: 
The commons bath he pill 1 d with grievous taxes, And quite lost their hearts: the nobles bath be 
.fined For aneient quarrels, and quite lost their hearts {IIoio246-9). 
A just and strong king is needed to save England. One might 
object that some of these accusations against Richard are 
1 launched by discontented nobles. - But Richard's case is so 
bad that even York9 the zealous adherent of royal sanctity 
and unconditional obedience, is bill.self divided between ,) 
./ 
- -- -
--- - - . --
--justice and divinity of kings: 
_ Botb are my kinsmen: 
'!'be one is my sovereign, whom both my oath - . -And duty bi_ds de.fend; tbe otbel:3 again., 
·rs my kinsm·an, whom the king hath i~o:ng' d, Wbom conscience and my kindred bids to right· -. 
· (II.11.111-115}. 
~·--- . . .· -~ ----
'-When· York chooses to stand with tbe ju,t_ case of Bolingbroke 
• 
::. i: .. 
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·-.against tbe sancti·ty ot Riobard • . t.be choice aounda 11D~ 
Shakespeare I s own judgment. 
,1 
It is important to notice that tbougb Richard seeks __ 
justification ot bis deeds in tbe divinity of 
- kings (IIIo11o54-62), be refrains from taking e.ny action 
when it is still not too late and he simply indulges in· 
lamenting his misfortunes. 10 Even when Bolingbroke is still 
only claiming his con!'iscated _f.amily property, Riobard tells 
9 
. ' 
--~ ---------.-.,----
i· 
-~---him "Your_ own is yours, and I am yours 9 and all" (III.ii. 
197). Shakespeare's Riobard is the designer of bis own 
• 
downfall, and be surrenders so easily that one wondera 
whether be has not been tired of carryijlg bis crown ·too 
11 long on his bead. 
,. 
Shakespeare uses every me~ns in bis hands to indicate 
7 
-1:~ 
that Henry's seizure of the cro-wn from Richard is the con-
sequence of a political necessity rather than of pre-planning. 
It bas been aptly shown by Professor Ribner that at the time 
.. 
of writing the Second Tetralogy, Shakespeare was concerned 
~"' ~ 
. ~ with tbe qualities which make a good king more than with tbe 
12 beredi tary rights of ruler.a. Though still believing in 
.I 
the universally accepted doctrine of Degree and in the Tudor 
principle of' passive obedience, Shakespeare has at the same 
time modified these doctrineso A good king is the one who 
can maintain order _and justiceo The Lancast~ian .play•, 
Hibner rightly says, come to the general conclusion that 
"1.t' the demand;8 o:f - the Qivinely sanctioned soc.ial bierarobT -
( 
. . 
. . 
----------
~-~~==·-:;-:::::----=---~--- ---,-------------------· '--==-'-~ 
·1 
"'•--. 
-;. ,. _--------
. -
---··-- ----- - ---- ---·--· -
.• 
- ,_ 
- -
- ·oontlicted .With tbe obvious good of England,. ,the la~ter must 
---------, take precedence. nlJ Henry's public virtues as tbe right · 
.--~ king for the welfare of England win him Shakespeare ts sym-
_patby and compensate fOX' tbe lack of a beredi tary title._ · 
Tbe consequences of the usurpation, some cri~ics tell 
-...,-,,.._.- .. 
us, will .be disastrous throughout Henry's reign. "Henry's· 
desire," says Traversi, nto·play properly his royal role is 
' 14 
tlaved,past mending by the way in which be came- to throne." 
- 10 
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To Wilson, Henry's "reign and all his actions are overhung· 
. - ~ 
wi tb tbe_ consciousness both of per-sonal guilt and of in-
aecuri ty .of tenure, a fact that Shakespeare never misses an 
,• 5 
opportunity of underlining."1 
Tbe character and actions of Henry IV do not justify 
suob views. Henry is not guilt-burdened, ~not because be is 
_ a, bear ..tless villain of course, but because be bas neither 
planned bis coming to the_ throne nor the murder of Richard. 
~ 
He does not contemplate the danger of a living Richard till 
after tbe Oxford conspiracy against bis own life. , True, 
Shakespeare does not compl~tely absolve him of Ricbard•s fate: 
Exton has heard him wishing somebody would rid him of that 
· .. ·-- ~ "living fear." But it is only wishing and "they _:l..Qve not 
'\ 
. 
· poison .that do poison need." 
The mu?'der o:f a king, however;, is not a simple matter 
to be brushed out of mind as soon as it occurso Heney is 
··naturally sbocked by Exton' s ·· deedo He laments "that blood 
should sprinkle me to ma-ke me grow" and intends a pilgrimage _ 
. ,.r 
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·- to.the Holy Land "to wash this blood of~ my- guilty band.• 
__ ·_ -· - - --- --.He plans an expiatory voyage though his role in the 1mirder 
• 
-----
bas been reduced to almost nothing beyond wishing. Shake-
speare deliberately puts less responsibility-~and so less 
H 
-
1 guil t--on He_nry for Richard' s murder than any obronicler 
-
-- ~ -
doea. 16 
Thus, the character·· of Bolingbroke as presented in 
Riobard 1! does not provide evidence for reading a guilt-
ridden ex-monster into 1 Henrx IV, even if one were to admit 
the propr1e·ty of interpreting a character in one play on the 
basis of material from an earlier one. The· -propriety of 
reading backwards from g Henrz J! is stil~ more questionable. 
But evening_ Henry IV we have two contradictory state-
•., 
-· 
., . "~-· 
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11 .. 
-~ ~- - -·-
- -- -· 
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--
ments made by the Kingo On a sleepless night wbile_contem- A 
.. 
~---
--
. e1 . 
plating the stra·nge development of unrorseen events, Henry 
swears to Warwick: 
' God knows.,· I bad no such intent But that necessity so bow'd tbe state That I and greatness were compelled to kiss (IIIo1o72-74). 
This is .fairly consistent with what b·as gone ·before in· all 
three plays, and there is no reason to suspect tbe sincerity 
-0f tbe King's ~wol'ds -roi-- the situation does not require tell-
ing a lie. 
On tbe other band, tber.e is tbe King's pronouncemen~ 
to Hal: 
. . , , God knows:,: my son., By wbat by-paths and indirect orook'd ways 
. I met this orown 
(IV. v·.184-86 )_. 
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,,, I1 tbia a confession o.f a secret hitherto ooncealed? Has 
Shakespeare changed his mind about Henry? One thing is sure: 
this statement is obviously inconsistent with what happens 
before. To me, this sel.f-reproof sounds like tbe over-righ-
teousness and sel.f-reproach that dying people easily indulge 
' into. Hal's repl,-: "You won it., wore it, kept it, gave it 
-~ ' ' 
me; / Then plain and right must my possession be," shows 
12 
- ... ~ 
-
'lo!" 
-. 
that be has no scruples about the rightness of· bis inberi.,. _________ -----,- _____ _ 
tanoe. 
. . --·~ 
The upright Chief Justice himself is contented to have 
served under King Henry IV. When Clarence suggests, as 
-
Hen17 V comes to the throne after the death of bis father, 
that tbe Chief Justice "must now speak Sir John Falstaff 
fair, which swims against your stream of qu&lity," the 
Justice with dignity replies: 
---~ ... "'·'----- .... -., .. Sweet Princes, what I did I did in bonoUl', 
Led by tb 1 impartial conduct of my soul. 
And never shall you see that I will beg 
A ragged and forstall'd remission 
- (2 HIV, Voii.35-38). 
- - --
i'b11 reply indic&tes that the Chief Justice bas sel'Ved with 
clear conscience under the deceased King and that, though 
expeettng dismissal at the band of the new King, be is not 
-------------•man to compromise at the expense of betraying his prin-
ciples. 
' -:,,;--
··., 
•' ~· 
' 
t!J ,' 
. . · Anyway, whatever conclusions might be reached concel'll- . 
1ng·the King's character on ~rounds of passages from Richard 
II or £. Hen;:z !Y, they are net necessarily applicable to 
-- .,. ..,.__ -
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· ! Hepry IV. - In! HenrI .!Y there is no significant reference 
-· '• ., 
-------------~---to the crime or tbe guilt, and tbe King's illegality o:f title 
• - ·- 1 
' 
.does not seem in tbe least to have affected his efficiency 
as a lring. Except for tbe dubious accusations of tbe rebels, 
there is no mention of the matter by any other character in 
· the play--not even amidst the brawling revellers of East-
ebeap. Even his intention or a pilgrimage has~ different 
tune; there is no more ''guilt" or "blood. 11 The vo,yage bas 
·- -13 
.\ 
-- - --·- - ---.- ·~-------------. 
> 
----
been trans.formed into a holy and patriotic war. 
The King is sometimes accused of selfish intentions--
waging foreign wars to keep himself and his posterity in ... 
power. This is not true if we consider the case in terms 
-·· . ot the Elizabetl1an way of thinking. It was a common poli t-
1cal theory or that age that rulers might resort to foreign 
17 campaigns to prevent or cure civil dissensions. Under that 
theor:, fall Henry's intentions of a foreign war in t.be open-
ing scene of Part. One and his notorious advice to Prince Hal 
(in Part Two): 
I 
Tbere£ore, my Harr7; Be it thy course to busy giddy minds With foreign quarrels, ••• 
(IV.vo2l3-15). 
Internal dissensions were always considered evil, but an 
-----·---------
-
---• 
• 
-
• 
-
-
r occasional foreign war was considered he_althy--tbougb an 
"evi.l good"--to exercise the readin·ess of a nation for sac- - :_ 
rifice and to keep 1 t unified.·,, 
.;, 
Henry• s religious sentiments have ·been questioned too. 
, Some critics bave seen bis intended voyage to tbe Holy L~d 
-. _...___,.,,. 
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4 
in-tbe·Hacbiavellian vein·Wbicb advises a ruler to appear ~ ( 
F· . · 18 
pious to bis subjects. Thia is not f'alr especially as tbe 
pilgrimage was a historical .fact before Heney came to 
19 
throne. Tbe documents of tbe State of Venice show suma 
~ money spent between November 18, 1392, and March 31, 1393, 
to .facilitate or celebrate the passing of "Lord Heney. o"r 
20 Lancaster" to and f'rom the Holy Sepulchre. 
If', by any means, Shakespeare did know about this voy-
- _ __ age,- would it be unexpected that he should portray Henry as 
· enthusiastic about a crusade? An actual visit might have 
prompted some genuine sentiments of' rescuing the Holy Land 
from the "infidels." Longing for a pilgrimage, coupled with 
a holy war, is not nec~ssarily a Machiavellian device to de-
ceive people by appearing pious, particularly when the pil-
grim has already performed a similar intention six years 
bef'ore there seemed any possibility of bis becoming a King. 
The first words in the opening scene of! ?enry IV 
. I 
' ("so shaken as we are, so wan with care,"} do show a King 
,.._ 
exhausted with civil disorder wbicb bas caused much blood-~ 
shed among bis people. The rest of' the speech, however, 
shows him strong, hopef'ul and longing for national unity. 
If' it is·true that according to Sbakespeape•s technique 
----· -- --- - . 
the .f'irs t appearance of his characters usually reveals mucb I 
about them, the first scene of~ Henry IV does not portray 
the King miserably wretched but only legitimately worried. 
. . 
His anxieties are those of public nature over state and 
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i-amily af~airs, not o:f personal guilt. As the conv&rsa-
• t, 
-
tion turns to Hotspur 1 a vie tory over· the Scots and tbe 
-- - --- .... - ~ ··--· -
'· 
"·honourable · spoil" be bas. won, Westmoreland remarks that •1t 
is .a conquest .for a prince to boast. "22 Wba.t do we expect 
the King to do? He is naturally 0 sa.d" and "envious. 11 He 
wishes it were his ~son's victory, but instead be sees "riot 
·and dishonour stains the brow of my young Harry" (I.i.84-85) • 
.is 1~ to confirm the disagreeable impression of the 
Prince -1eft on us b·y tbe:_,King, - the second scene shows him 
in the company of an old f'at rogue, and be.fore the scene 
ends he is persuaded, albeit in jest, to take part in a high-
way robbe~y. High-minded educationists would never recom-
mend such a, risky course o~ educ.ation for a Crown-Prince. 
We--the audience--may start wondering whether tbe Prince is 
not already ~ost to the Devil's party. But the dramatist 
bas bis own safety valves and if some of them .fail to work 
-
wi tb some "fat-witted" audiences, he makes sure that the 
soliloquy valve does. 
The significance of the Prince's soliloquy at the end 
of the second scene bas been debated. Anti-Hal critics bave 
accused him of hypocrisy and priggishness and Shakespeare of ~ 
. j . \ 
_,.\ 
' 
, ... 
a faulty technique. Bu.t the accepte_d __ view is that the 
------- -~ 
soliloquy was a corrnnon dramatic convention derived from tbe 
.. .''''(.,. 
moral! ty play II in which a cbaracte.r may step outside him-· 
- . 23 
self and inform the audience of· his creater' s intenti·ons." · ( 
It is a sort of a program, a promise indicating tb·e course 
' 
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events will take, And without it ·our understanding of tbe 
_ play woul~ be di:ff erent. As far as tbe educ a tioh of tq~e 
Prince is concerned, the soliloquy tells us that the Prince · 
is not a novice who· is starting his alphabet but a del,iber- .. 
---------· 
ate experimenter who is doing bis "post-graduate work, n if. · ·--
one may apply tbe terms. 
···Tbe first two lines· o-.f "I~ know you all8 for~tell tbe 
. future of bis companions, but, more important, the rest of 
. . . . 24 . ·- .. . 
tbe soliloquy foretells bis own future, He~ is going to 
cboose tbe right time to prove bis royal mettle, and like 
tbe sun--tbe master image of royalty--he is sure be can dis-
perse the clouds which conceal bis race 1onger than neces-
sary. It is significant to notice t.bat Hal makes no refer-
ence. whatever to his trouble with his father--may be because 
1 t is not as bad as it seems to be or because, at 1 ts worst, 
their relationship has never gone beyond recovery. 
The soliloquy reveals no sign of ·guilt-complex on Hal's 
part and no .symptom or wbat is called by some commentators 
the "antagc;mism1125 between him and his .father. As Mr. Hugh 
Dickinson bas pointed out, "if the guilt is not there, the 
actor should not play it. If it is meant to be there the 
·---------- ---
-----·-playwright must· provide it before ·tbe -ac-t·or-ean -convey-it----. - ----··- - ---
purposefully a~d effe~tively. "26 -
<> 
What is behind the estrangement, one may ask, between 
tbe King and the Prince? The 'answer might.· ~_imply lie in the 
-·fact--·~tbat-- wbile · tbe young prince likes to · enjoy himself and 
.-
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--~ -- ---- -1tudy bis people ·be~ore c..arry1ng the burden- of reaponsibil--
1 ty, the King is t-:rorried tbat bis suqcessor is .follo1·11ng 
the steps of Richard II by associating with dissolutes and 
parasites. Shakespeare, bowever., has not invented the 
trouble. It bas been established before him by both bisto17 
_and tradition, and the dramatist bas to present it one way 
/ 
, or another. Almost all chronicles speak of tbe Prince~s 
,.,.. .. -· .. ' 
_! ""-. -- .. J ., 
~-- __ ,___.~-
riotous youtb and bis miraculous conversion. The anonym.0:1.1~ ___ -------------------------·---~-~---· -- --
play ca1led The Famous Victories g! Henry y presents a reek-
lea~, tavern-frequenting prince who approaches bis dying 
tatber wearing fantastic apparel with a dagger in hand, but 
who suddenly changes into a good_Prince. Shakespeare has 
transformed the incredible and often contradictory stuff be 
found in tradition and history into a consequential story 
of a masterful character in pursuit or knowledge--ot himself' 
and human ne ture. 
~ ·The action develops according to what we have been 
promised in Hal's soliloquy. Serious and comic scenes 
alternate, sometimes in parallel and often in striking con-
.. trasts. As the Percy rebellion becomes a serious threat, 
-tbe King sends for his son. Before the meeting takes place 
------ ---·~------~-----~-it- is worthwhile to notice Hal 1 a self-assurance a,s be tells 
Poins what is to happen (and which does happen): 
, 
' 
- I 1 ll -to the court in the morning. We must all to the ~.rars, and t by place shall be honourable. I 1 ll procu-re this fat rogue a charge of foot ••• 
(II.iv.536•39). 
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- ' It Will be contradic~orr ~Jtb bis realistic nature to as-
-
-
------- smne responsibility and distribute positions arnong others 
, if be knows that the rift with bis father is too deep to 
r, 
- -·~--·-- -mend. 
-. 
~ .. , 
-· 
, ·----:.;.- - -- ..... -.- ---- ·•· .. - The s1gn1.f1cance of the reconciliation. scene between · 
\ 
.. ,JP. 
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. 
tbe King and the Prince (! !!o I[, III o ii e )- baa never been 
fully recognized. I shall bare venture a suggestion that 
will be of' primary importance to nzy- c·ontention that tbe 
- ---- -------
education theme is completed in Part One. I think that 
,Hal's first requisite for royal atatus~-tbe reconciliation 
with Good Rule and Justice--does take place in this scene, 
since in all Elizabethan concepts the King is God's depu~J 
and supreme Lord Justice of the realm. As far as I know 
nobody bas cared to look at tbe play in this perspective, 
• ' I 
.. despite the fact that the Henry IV plays have always re-
ceived a great deal of critical attention. The scene does 
not reconcile. merely a son and a father, but a once 'ir-
responsible 'heir-apparent who now discllaims his apparentl1 
wayward life and vows a responsiole public lire on·the one 
band,l and tbe King as symbol· of God's justice and bead of 
state under whose autboFity the government machine should 
• I 
---- ·----·-
--- -- .t-unc-tion prope_rly on tbe other. 
For further support of rrry- point I· bave to prove two . 
•. .' 
t~ings: i'i~st, that tbe reconciliation 1$_ wi tb Justice- and, 
.. ~
. 
' 
secon~ly, that, with tbe development of the play, it is 
fin.al in Part One. That the King is symbol of justice 11 
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self-evident aa he ranks at the top of the bierarcbial 
. 
----- - pyramid of the body-politic according to· tbe a·octrine or -----~ --.-__ -------
"' 
.. -. 
,· 
Degree. Tbe doctrine, as it is well known, is constaritl7 r-
Pe.fleeted in Shakespeare's· works. It bas been most ·ex- ----------·- -
plici tly expressed in the much quoted speech of Ulysses in ~ 
Troilus an-d Cressida ( Ioi11o 78-137), and ·1n the parable ot 
tbe honey-bees in p~nry y (I.1i.183fr). 
lllizabetban scholars have shown the strong conn~ct1on 
-- . . - .. 
between Royalty and Jue tice in tbe Elizabethan ideology. 
' At the risk of being superf'luous I shall oite a f-ew excerpts 
trom both Sbakespeare 1 s contemporaries and -modern acbolars. 
-'-
Harinony means the proper functioning of each part in tbe proper place designed for.it. o e o The 
· principle of he·adsbip and obedient subordination 
evident in the works of the universe 9 must or course be tbe pattern for human societieso It follows that 
monarchy is tbe best form or government and that all 
men must be contented with their stations in life.27 
Under God, all is arranged in a 111ajestic hier-
archy: angela 5 men» animals» plants and minerals, 
and wi. tbin each hieraroby are minor bierarcbiea~8 the1 King in the category of men corresponds to God. 
Elizabethan subjects reverenced their monarch 
almost as a divine beingo Both Christian and pagan--humanist social. philosophy spoke of kings as G~ds on 
eartb0 ~the Christian inlplication being that the King, 
as God's agent on earth was sacrosancto29 . 
Tbe Kinf:!: is not a despot9 t1bo. can independent:lJ 
-de a-s ,,,he iiants; be represents a universal principle ~ of justice as firmly established as the order .of the Heavenso30 · _ 
.1,,,,.-. . 
; 
( 
. 
_er '-Tbe ref ore, let the King recognize that such is 
the office wbicb be undertakes, namely, that be is to be in tbe Kingdom what tbe soul is in the body, and 
what God is in tbe worla.31 
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Though tbe bad ruler is execrated, tbe actual 
-o:t'fice is exalted in complete accozad. witb tbe con-temporary Protestant doctrine tbat the ruler derives 
20 
... 
... . - . . . 
. ·bis autbori t.,- from God direc to 32 
_ 
---·------
. In bis first preface to ! ?"1irror for Magis=trates, wbicb 
";. )." l,.. -. (' baa always been considered a very explicitly didactic boQk -~~---- ----------- - - I --------------~-- -·-- .. -
:t 
' \ 
wttich taught political lessons to kings and nobles by de-
pie ting the .faults and fates of others., Baldwin states tba~ 
,.·-. "the goodness or badness of any realm lietb in the goodness _- 'l 
or badness of tbe rulers." _/ Tbe office of a magistrat-.1., be 
\ 
- - -- -... -
- - - -
.... 
-- 1 
wrote~ 
' 
is God ts own office, yea his chief of'.fice. ··For as justice is the chief virtue, so is the .ministration tbereor the chie~est office0 And thereof bath- God established it wi tl1 the chiefest name, honouring -and calling kings and all officers under them by h:J..s -.1oWD · name, Godso Ye be all Gods, as mani as have 1~.four ,charge_ any ministration of justice.J3 , 
Evidence is so abundant in drama and hiA1tory on tbe 
responsibility of I{ings :as God I s agents_ on earth to maintain 
order and _ justice that , some~ ori tics go too far and refuse 
,I 
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to accept any character as tbe protagonist of the two plays 
of Henry 1! except the King bimselt. 34 One., however., might 
argue that what these scholars tell us about political con• 
cepts in tbe age or Shakespeare is historically true, but 
that Shakespeare is a creative genius, free to accept or • y 
_r~j~ct as seems a.ppropr-iate for his purpose. ~--~·1_ _____ ---
then, - any pertinent evi,dence in the plays themselves? 
Definitely., yes • ~ The reconciliation scene between Hal and· 
.the Lord Chief Justice in g_ Henry .!)L--the very scene which 
-
,, is held as Hal's f'inal choice between Misrule and Jus-tice--
,·, 
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.. makes 1 t clear that tbe" new lCing is aillpl'f going to maintain_. 
what bis prede~essor left for him. In bis first speec,h as · ~-~i·---_ ... 
- _·_ -·-:___---... --- ----- __ .,.,...____ ;. - .. ·---
King Henry V--in what might be called a statement of policy--
---· 
·-·---------·be calms doiin the anxieties o:f bis brotheJ?s., tbe nobles and. _____ . ------· -· ·_:_ .. __ _ C. - - -~- - -
- ----
.. ' - -· 
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J 
< ' 
tbe Chief Justice by telli.ng them that be- will follow bis 
father's policy: 
This is tbe English. not -tbe Turkish court; Not Amurath an 1Amuratb succeeds., 
-
But Harry Harry 
(2 H. _IV, V.11.46-48)-. 
- -
-Tbe conversation with tbe Chief Justice is even more re-
vealing. The King almost teasingly asks: 
-How mig·ht a prince of my great hopes forget So great indignities you laid upon him? 
The Justice's derenoe turns upon the fact that in administer-
ing justice be had no authority of bis own and that be was 
.• merely acting as representatcive of the King: 
I then· did use the person of your father; The image of his power lay then in me; 
. And in tb' administration of bis law., Whiles I was busy for the commonwealth, Your Highness pleased to forget my place, The majesty and power of la.iv and justice, The image of the King whom I presented, · And struck me in my very seat of judgment; 
· Whereon 9 as an o.ffender to your father, I gave bold way to my authority 
And ~id commit you 
( 
Bearing in mind all these external and internal refer-
ences to the office of' tbe King, I find it extremely absurd 
_ to b~little the import of tbe reconciliation with the King 
,,. ,. 
birnselt in Part One and to magnify that with bis represen-
l.........__ 
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. . 
tat1Te 1n Part Two. To eatabllab tbe principle· 1a or courae. 
not the· same thing as saying it is final. The final.it]: of 
I • 
tbe reconciliation in Part One can only be determined by 
· what· happens from- the first. meeting between the King and the 
Prince to the end of,the play. 
' 
.. 
It is natural for the King at tbe beginning of tbe 1nter-
Yiew to lament his son's misconduct and wonder if it is a 
sort of God's punishment "for some displeasing service" he 
bas done. It is noteworthy that Shakespeare makes it a 
statement of general nature which may or may not refer to 
Richard's death. Anyone may use the same language in scold-
ing one's son for being naughty. In spite of the understand-
able bitterness in the King's tone, there is much oare ror 
the future of the Prince and subtlety in conduoti~g the con-
~ versation to produce a special effect on him. There is 
kindness and tenderness too-·-be actually weeps at a certain 
point. The Prince on 1• his part sbows tbe politeness and 
respect of one wbo is not interested in making a point even 
though be is convinced he can make oneo ;Though he knows 
there are many charges which be could refute, for they are 
. 
onlr the fabrication of "smiling picktbanks, and base news 
22 
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.. __________________________ .. mong~rs, ti Hal begs .fol'givenes~ for bis past licentious 11!'-e:-. - ~--~----c---
,, 
With war business at hand, he probably thinks it will 
be :futile to argue about the past,. especially as be knows 
bis father's mind and set of values. Besides, and what is 
more important, by this time Hal bas tini-sbed bis popular 
. -·-. ·---- - ---
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- t, 
-aelt~edncation &Jllong the lower levels or society and is now 
_ .ready to surge up to bis royal level. Tbe King reniinds him 
\ 
bow be has 11 rudely1135 lost his place 1n the council and bow 
everybody is foretelling his downfall. - . .. (' A long le'cture fol- , 
I 
· 1ows on ~ge- necessity of proper public beba.viour. t. t 
It bas been noted by several commentators that tbe root 
· ot the misunderstanding between the King and the Prince lies 
in their di~ferent perspective in viewing .. publio behaviour. 
The Prince violates decorum and disregards social and moral 
appearances. For the King as a politician appearances are 
ot primary importance bacause·the s~ccess or railure of a 
statesman may depend on how things seem rather than on how ~ 36 
·they really are. 
But in spite of their different means their ends as 
revealed in Hal's soliloquy and tbe King's lecture are es-
. ... 
·. 37 sentially the same: rarity attract;s attention.,·· ~he King 
believes tbe traditional policy of avoiding too much famil-
iarity with common people is the best way to attain tbat 
goal. The Prince plans to reach it by avoiding the aristo-
cratic notion of nseeming" good and then by revealing his 
real goodness for everybody to wonder at. Hence, we have / 
the striking dramatic irony of similar policy expressed even 
in the same imagery. Hal's "nothing pleaseth but rare ac-
cidents" (I.11.202) is exactly wba~ bis father preaches to 
'1"'° 
him. Tbe clouds and sun-ofetmajesty image is used by botb 
38 of them to the same etrect. 
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In bis skillful tactics to :raise Hal's apprehensions, 
the_ King alarmingly compares him to Riobard II. The "skipping 
::.---,._ ____ ·-·-·-· - .. be "mingled bis royalty with 
{ 
cap 1 ring- rools" (III.11.63). . - . Significantly~ the Prince 
promises, not· a moral reformation wbiob be does not need., 
but a revelation of bis true nature by accepting the dem8lld8 
\ ' 
of bis position as a ptiblio figur~: "I shall hereafter, my 
thrice gracious lord., be more myself" (il.92-J). This strong-
ly eobos the King's words to the Percys that be will aot ac-
cording to tbe demands of bis office: "I will from hence.. . 
~ 
f'oI"th rather be myself" (I.iii.5). Similar phraseology for 
similar situations does not seem accidental. Rather it shows 
the close parallel tracks on which the minds of father and 
son operate and that their differences are only skin-deep. t 
Having accomplished the Prince's conformity to public 
behaviour (or--in Professor Wilsori's and Dr. Tillyard•s 
tems--Order, Justice, Good Rule or Civil Government), tbe 
King moves on to explain the present danger as a result of 
the Percy rebellion. Tbe situation seems grave as so many 
"ancient lords and reverend bishops" have joined the rebels • 
• 
The King despairs again--perhaps only a tactic in bis psycbo-
Q -
. -, ; 
logical strategy-- and wonders wbatber it is worthwhile ~ 
telling bis son,· whom he calls bis "nearest and dearest 
_._..,. 
enemy, 
11 
all about bis wor?"ies. ,. He charges him of inclina-
. . . L 
· tion even to fight against him under Percy's banner. _. '--·o:- ~ He 
SUCCeeds, however., in getting 8
0
Strong response Wbiob might 
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be considered tbe final aeana of olar1ty1ng the ·King's mis- . 
~ -~~J.'a-t&llding: 
Do not think so, you shall not find it so; And God forgive tbem that so mucb bave sway1 d 
. i 
- . I 
;J -
-
-
' 
. Your Majesty's good thoughts a~ray from me1 ~ -~ - - - !. .. -- - -- --- - --------+---- _ _:> ._........_.._ - - - .___.._ - - . - . - -- -....... -- - - . 
.. 
I will redeem all this on Percy's bead, --- ... And in the olosing of some glorious day Be bold to tell you that I am your son, ••• (11.129-34) • 
Tbe Prince vows to honour bis words: ; 'i 
And I will die a hundred thousand deaths Ere br~ak tbe _.smallest parcel of tbis vow. 
' Tbe King is not only convinced of Hal's sincerity but is 
himself carried away by strong emotions: 
A hundred thousand rebels die in this: Thou shalt have charge· and sovereign trust herein {llol60-61). 
It does not require any straining of the text to see tbat 
. \ the last line ~ecapitulates t~ whole iss~e of the recon-
c111at1on scene. Even if ~•chaiagen is to be confined to 
"military" charge only, 11 sovereign trust" means tbe·Prince•s 
admittance to royal responsibility with all its im.plioations. l 
r-Tbe Prince's duty now is to honour bis vow and to prove what 
can be proved by deeds. 
The reconciliation with Justice and Good Rule can only 
l be conside~ed incomplete if it can be proved that the Prince 
- -- - -..a.- - - ---- - -.----- - - - -
r 
violates bis vow anywhere in Part One. After tlds scene, 
; Hal pays only one more visit to Eastcbeap--a visit wbicb bas 
J both dramatic and thematic significance to the play and dur-· 
, 1ng which be acts as a responsible Prin~e. In a sense. the 
___._ -- -· ---
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-Y1a1t is not ditterent from tbe Sberttt•s or even tbe LorQ 
Chief Justice• s in Part Two. The purpose is to provid_e -more 
-exposition of Falstaff and anotbei, joke on him ~y giving 
him "a charge of foot." More-orders are distributed: 
/ 
Bardolph is to carry a message to Prince John or Lancaster 
and another to Westmoreland, and Peto is to accompany the 
..... 1 
Prince on bis way to Shrewsbury. Tbe Prince's decisions 
and dispatches charge the tavern with the spirit of war so 
-1 
111ucb that even Falstaff finds them uRare wordsl Brave 
world! 11 and he is carried a1vay by temporary enthusiasm ao 
,,.., 
rar that he "could wish this tavern were my drum..n 
At Shrewsbury, Sbakespea~e makes Hal save bis father 
from an imminent death at the ·bands of Douglas. None of the 
chronicles make that suggestion, but the poet Daniel in bis 
Civil Wars does. Shakespeare £ollows Daniel to make the 
39 point that Hal never wished the death of· bis father. 
"Thou bast redeem' d tby lost op~nion," tbe K+ng tells him 
(V.iv.48). Thia does not mean that the King has had sus-
\ pioions after he bas given Hal trust in III.ii., but as I 
have pointed out earlier, tbe\'1finality of the reconciliation 
scene depends on what happens arter it to the end of the 
.. 
_,.__ __________ -
' 
_play. In fact one cannot help noticing that what const1 tutif -
tbe dramatic suspense of tbe play are Hal's vows (in bis 
-.,,. 
soliloquy· and the reconciliation with bis rather), and the 
chances of proving them. The Prince bas to support his 
words by deeds. He has been credited ror valour and re-
• I 
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1ponsible behav·1our and it is b·is duty--to bis father and 
----the Aun!ence--to show bow creditable b·e is: 
., 
-the King indicates bis loyalty as a son, bis-bravery (by 
de.teating Douglas, the toughest warrior on Hotspur' s side),-
, 
and symbolically bis adherence to Good Rule by protecting 
•1 
the Good Ruler. 
. 
A.fter Shrewsbury, the relationship between tbe King and 
the Prince grows closer. When tQe Prince asks tbe favour 
of disposing of Douglas, the King grants it nwith all my 
,.}·~ \ .. 5 
beart" {V.v.24). It may not be accidental too that when 
/ 
the King divides his power to crush the remaining minor 
.. 
pockets of the rebellion, he keep~ the Prince of Wales in 
his company: "Myself and you, son Harry, will towards 
Wales" (1.39}. The Crown-Prince bas been restored to his 
\ 
rightful position next to tbe King. 
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. OB.lPTER II 
· ~ ____ _._ ~·- With Hotapur: A test paaaed witb Honour• 
" - !be dramatic suspense or ! !!• IV depends largely on tbe 
( 
-development or a confl1~t between.Prince Hal and Hotspur. 
l . 
~- -- l . ----- --- ·-
" ; 1 ·- ·-Since the play assumes they have not even seen each other, 
..... ,, - .. 
_;_ 
tbe conflict is only expressed in sub~le hints and indirect 
allusions at tbe beginning, and tbrougbout the play by con-
l trasting the two youtbs 1 different codes of behaviour and so 
· revealing e~cb one I e. merit.a ano defects.. G-radually, the 
rivalry comes to the open, dominates events, and tbe thread• 
.J> 
ot the plot steadily lead to an eventual clash. 
In Hal's education, settling the conflict is, of course, 
tbe means not the end of tbe plot. -~Hal bas to pass the 
' Chivalry test and to show what kind of a King he will make. 
He will be qualified only after be surpasses in yalour and 
merits no less a beroio rigure than a Hotspur, wbo wins 
victories t4orthy enough "for a prince to boast of." 
Having for a starting point tbe King's misunderstanding 
of the real nature or his son and his tendency to judge by 
appearances, Shakespeare sets out to develop the fortunes 
ot both Hal and Hotspur and to decide who is worthier. Wben 
-... 
________________ we only bear about them, Hal I s reputation is degraded and 
Hotspur 1 s glorified. When we bear and aee them 1n action 
an inevitable reversal begins. 
Tbe vic,toriou~Hotspur is ."gallant~ n "tbeme of 'nonour• s 
. ·~ -., ' - "."" 28 
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-· 
tongue" and nsweet fortune's m1nion and ber pride," wbereaa 
J" 
• Hal• s record at this tillle shows onl7 "riot and d-itsbonour. n-- ... 
' 
· ........ 
_ -Tbe King even wishes: 
>:,-_;:. 
;_ ;--··:: 
~ ·._ . -~·' 
---,---~ 
·. __ That some nigbt ... tripping fairy bad exoba~ed - --- ...... ~---~··------ ---::·-~ -------
. 
---· --~-·--
In cradle-clothes our children wbere they~lay, 
.lnd call'd mine Percy, bis Plantagenet! {loio86~89) 
~· ,· 
J_ 
--·Tbe King compares Hotspur and Hal as if tbey were of 
tbe same age, though historically Hotspur was two years older 
2 than the King and ti-renty-tbree .years older tban Hal. · Shake-
. apeare' s design of bringing Hotspur' s age down to Hal I s 
(while at Shrewsbury they were actually 39 and 16 respec-
tively) serves a,, dramatio purpose--an effective contrast ot 
foils--and, as Hr. Jorgensen bas pointed out, a military 
3 --purpose. // 
In the first three scenes ot ! ~. IY (up to the end of 
Hotspur1 s self-defence about the prisoners), the sympath~ "---
of the audience may freely go to Hotspur as the wronged 
, triumphant leader wbo is being questioned owing to a prej-
udiced report by soma effeminate, "popinjay" lord. Indeed, 
. 
the vivid sarcastic picture be presents of tbe King's man 
. (in spite of its ext-ravagances), provides a sentimentally 
I 
, convincing excuse for whatever Hotspur bas said or done 1n - ------- --
-
\ 
tbe beat of battle. Tbe revelation or -Hal's irresponsible 
activities in I.ii. leaves upon the audience an impression 
·-
of an unfair treatment. Hotspur seems to be receiving: a 
national qero is being disgraced and a crown-princ~ is 
< • -
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· · .. --But on second thought; and putting sentiaentality· aside, 
we realize that Hotspur is not fully honest in bis defence. 
-· 
------~-- .He is still evading the main issue: the prisoners.-· He puts 
' ,,.,'; 
ransoming Mortimer (bis brother-in-law) as a condition for 
delivering them. Soon Hotspur loses bis temper and becomes 
uncontrollable. Many of his expressions strangely eobo 
those of Falstaff. 4 He will keep the prisoners "and if' tbe 
devil come and roar for them/ I will not send them" (Ic111. 
125-6). He is forbidden to speak of Mortimer, but 111 Zounds., 
~ ---L I will speak of bim. n His uncle, about to disclose some 
'· 
dangerous secrets or tbe already hatcbed conspiracy, wants 
' \ 
him to be quiet, but be goes on: 
Send danger from the east unto the west, 
So honour cross it from tbe north to south., 
And let them grapple 
(11.195-7). 
As Tillyard bas obse:rv,d 1 Hotspur ".verges on the ri-
diculous from the very beginning through bis childish in-
. . 5 
ability to control his passions. 11 In his wild fl.ights of 
imagination Hotspur, as his uncle Worcester remarks in bis 
presence, "apprehends a world of rigures here,/ But not the 
form of what he should attend" (I.111.209-10). One has only 
to remember Hal's characteristic calmness, level-headedness 
"· 
and realistic thinking- in both tavern and court to realize 
Hotspur' s excesses. His father and his uncle-_t_ry in over 
one-hundred lines (I.111.25-133) to oring him to reason 
) 
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·- but 1n vain. H11 uncle despairs: 
talk to you/ Wben you -are better 
"fareweli, Kinsman: 
temper'd to attend. n 
father bas to scold bim like a little schoolboy: 
Why, wbat a ~asp-stung and impatient fool_ 
I'll 
-~-· 
His ~ 
- ' . 
-~-
. -
-
- - . ---- --
Art _tbo~ to break in~o this_ woman's moo_d_, ___ ------------ _________ _ Tying thine ear to no tongue but thine own! 
: 
-- - -- ·-.-~- - •--=>-'"""--~- - -----·~--- - ------ -
I • 
_ (I.iiio236-38) •. __ 
...... 
fte hero is reduced to a fool and the "epitome of aggressive 6 ( masaulini ty" betrays a womanish mood. He is no'); tl:\]sted 
·, 
even when be says be ba··s finished: _'.'May, if _you have not, 
- -~ -
to it again,/ We will stay your leisure," his uncle sar~ 
castieally tells him. 
In .his unthinking baste to take action against tbe King, 
Hotspur blindly sanctions the intended rebellion and raises ) 
no military or political question about the chances of its 
success. In an ironic self-deception be exclaims "I smell 
it, upon my life it will do wellL 11 
Hot spur I s impe tuos 1 ty, singlemindednesa, a.nd ina tten-
ti vene s s are best illustrated in his reading the letter from 
tbe fickle noble {II.iii.), and in the rest of the scene 
with bis wire. He interrupts his own reading and then 
persuades himself to·go on. He is amusing in his Falstai'-
fian vein of' exaggeration. When one bears his "'Zounds, 
------ ·1md I were now by this rascal I could brain him with bis 
Lady• s fan," or "I could di vi.de myself 9 and go to buffets, 
., 
tor moving a dish of skim milk with so honourable an ac-
tion," one is reminded of a swaggerer. 
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. . . .,:, With his wi.fe., Hotspur 1a out.rageo·usly. inattentive., 
For forty lines be delays a response to bar anxious enquiry_ 
about bis worries and uneasy sleep. Nobody questions Lady 
pe·rey 1 s· love for .Hotspur or his ~or ber. · Even vb.en ~he> ____ . 
~ -- -- ---- --- --~--- ---- --- -
bursts f'orth -vrith: - ~. 
Out, you mad-beaded apel 
A weasel bath not suob a deal of spleen 
As you are toss' d with (II.iii.80-82), 
. ,.. 
·---------
-~· ... -~~- ~ne 11,:r_ ___ 1:9gard her_ a.~ 011l,y __ teat:11ng_ 131-. Nevertb~less-j- no ______ _ 
J 
' 
; 
matter 1n- what light we look at Lady Percy's words, they 
carey a lot of truth about Hotspur. They strangely e·cbo ~ 
previous utterances by Hotspur1 s rather and uncle and con-
tribute to demolish tbe heroic figure given him at the be-
ginning-of the play. 
From hints and indirect allusions the conflict between 
Hotspur and Hal is brought to the open by Hotspur' s direct 
statement designating the prince as his seconds, if not 
first, opponent (I.i1io225-30). Hotspur is to abandon all ·• 
concerns except to "gall and pinch" tbe King and bis heir .. · 
. ' 
There is bitterness and lack of generosity in bis describing 
tbe Pl'inoe as "sword-and-buckler.," 7 and saying that: 
But that I think his father loves him not 
--- - --- ------ -- ----And wou1d be glad be met v1i th soma mischance 
· I would have him poison' d with a pot of ale 
(I.iiio23l=-33). 
- < 
It Hotspur•s declaration of hostility against Hal bas any 
significance--beside singling out bis rival--it tells the 
audience that tbere is a tinge or villainy8 in him in ad-
-- - ----r -- ~ ---- - - - - - ---- --- --- - --- --------- - ----- ---~ -----
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d1tion to bis raabneas and mistaken judgaentJ· 
. .. 
... . 
Tbe Prince, on tbe other band, never uses bit.tar worda 
against Hotspur, but· be comes to tbe point of satirizing him: 
I am not yet of Percy's mind, the Hotapur 
____ -----~----------- ~---·~ _____ : ___________ ._ ot the north; be that kills me some six or 
- _-4 
seven dozen o:f Scots at a break.fast 9 ~1asbes 
bis hands, and says to his v1Ue I Fie upon 
this quiet lire1 I want worko 1 1 0 my sweet 
Harry.,' says --aha., u hoie; many bast thou 
killed to-day?' 1Give my roan horse a drench~' 
1a7s be; and answers •some fourteen,' an 
bour after; 'a tri.fle, a triile 1 
(II.iv.113-22). 
" 
This humorous reference contrasts Hotspur 1 s inattentiveness, 
bi~ limited outlook, and his almost inhuman insensibility,· 
with Hal's myriad-mindeeness and human understanding. 
is bare, as Tillyard describes him, 
the complete, sophisticated, internationall7 
educated courtier$ ridiculing the provincial -
boorishness of Percy, the Hotspur of the north, 
much like a cbaraoter in Restoration comedy 
ridiculing the country bumpkinolO 
Hal 
On other occasions Hal has nothing but bigb praise tor Hot~ . 
spur's prowess.. His words to Worcester are a good example: 
. ,. 
' 
;, . 
'#: 
Tell your nephew, 
Tbe Prince of Wales doth join all the world 
In pl'aise of Henry Pe~cy o o o ·o 
I do not think a braver gentleman, 
Mo~e active--valiant or more valiant-young, 
• •• is now alive ••• 
(V.i.85-92) • 
__ -:.:·_· --------!be portrait ot, Hc,tapur continues to be- a·arkened · 1n 
III.1. Tbe emphasis this time is on showing his treasonable 
intentions and tbe shortct>mings which disqualify him as a 
, 
public :figure. In-· Ho""tspur' s reference to bis borse ( "that ... 
. ,
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roan sbail he-my throne" LfI.111. 7l:J7), :we ba.ve been given a 
bint of Hotapur•s ambition. This scene {III.ie) depicting· 
the division of tbe realm must have bad a poi~1erful impact 
-. 
~---- ----·-·-: 
.-..----~--· 
- -~- .···. 
., 
- . - ---- - . .. ... .. 
. - --- ------ -~---.- .. .. I 
' .. 
i 
I --~ . .....-., - ... on tbe audience. One decade/ arter tl,le A~ada, a patriotic- - -------0--~-'----~· ----J --- -. I 
-
. - __ _.. __ ··-- -- - ----- ,- -- ----· ---- ---- - --- . 
.4 - .... _ - -
sentiment in the Elizabethan audience for a unified England 
,,../\ must have·been still strong. To tell the audience that 
. , 
their country is to be carved up into three slices and dis-
tributed among a Hotspur, a Glendower and a Mortimer, could 
_________ bardl_y leave a11y sympathy !'or sucb characters; 1t· ·can only 
brand them as traitors. 
The tripartite conspiracy, bowev~, is doomed rrom the 
beginning. Hotspur behaves as a "conspi·euous example or 
11 tbe non~politi~al man," as Rees~ bas described him. He 
!\ 
-~ 
starts picking quarrels with his allies over trifles. To 
tb·e assertion of tbe superstitious Glendower that be could 
teach Hotspu~ to command the devil, Hotspur counters that 
be could teach Glendower "to shame tbe devil,/ By telling 
truth; ,tell truth and shame the devil" (III.icl)-62) •. 
! In a different circumstance, Hotspur's idealistic 
. 
. openness and comm.on-sense attitude is thoroughly admirable. 
·---- ---~ 
.\l 
... 
.... , 
.... 
It is certainly a great v.irtua to be so honest and realistic. l 
------- - -~-------
Tbe situation, however, requires diplomacy and concentra-
tion on harmony for disagreement is .. · disastrous· for the 
rebels, particularly as tbey have not yet won the kinggo~ 
to have it divided • 
. --
, ijotspur eventuall1 complains of tbe smallness of bis 
• 
. '. -
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s~are and·, pic·ks another quarrel with Glendower. Shakespeare 
obviously makes a point of the ominous disagreement, for , 
later on (IVoiVol8), npropbeciesn keep Glendower .fl1om bring~ 
'Ii.- .. 
12 -- -- -·- ---------~---- ---· - . .'">,. -"----· -- - -. -- . .ing bis forces to support the rebels at Shrewsbury. ------------
.. 
Moreover, Hotspur 1 s honesty cannot pa~s unquestioned • 
It·-becomes apparent 1n III.1. that his upholding bis brother-
1n-law1s cause as legal successor to Richard II is at least 
- 13 partly a cove~ __ for his own ambition and pel'sonal glory. 
Ironically, then, in spite of bis recognized opennes~ be 
' 
·"/ 
' 
is not entirely rree from guile and dishonesty. 
In his testiness, Hotspur goes to the extremes to bait 
Glendower. He launches a rierce attack on poets: 
I had rather be a kitten and cry "mew" , 
Than one- or these same metre ballad mongers; (III(,iol23f'f'). 
If this queer attack on poetry from one who himself speaks 
so_me of the finest poet:ry in the play reveals anything, ·1t 
. 14 is Hotspur's unbalanced personality. 
·Toa certain extent a man of action-of Percy's mould ia 
justified in being impatient with the metaphysical nonsense 
and the "skimble-skamble stuff" of a Glendower.. Yet, too 
'{ 
much impatience and unnecessary rudeness rerlect boyish im-
~ . 
-
=maturity wbi~b,-when compared with Hal's wide understanding 
• 
- of human nature, puts Hotspur at a great diSt\dV$ntageo 
,.Y .• - . --- --- -~= ~. ·,,1 • - --·- ·-.-··. 
... 
Even when Glendower agrees to Hotspur•s demands, Hot-
spur tells him he does not care and that only wben·it is a 
matter of bargain, be will t'cavil .on the nin-tb part of a 
\ 
.. 
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--bair" (III.1.140). This indicates that though beautifully 
idealistic, be bas not yet learned tbe alphabet of diplo-
macy. Mortimer makes it clee.1' that_ Hotspur has trodden -too 
-- --- -- - . - . - . 
-- -·rudely on Glendower' s patience ~d be aclvises bim not to 
assume that liberty again (ll.159-170). Worcester's re~ 
, 
proof ·sums up all bis nepbew 1 s sbo~tcomings together with 
bis few merits, 0 In raith, my lord, you are too wilful-
blame." To that long lecture (III.i.177-188), which has a 
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parallel in the King lecturing Hal in III.ii., Hotspur can 
aay nothing except "well, I am school' au,:-=-wbich be is not, 
'I' 
: 
for he shows no sigTts of improvement in the future. It is 
noteworthy that by now Hotspur bas disappointed most of bis_ 
"' 
close associates and bas been scold.ad by all members of' bis 
family_ in. the play: 
15 . law. -
father, uncle, wi.fe and brother-in- , 
Hotspur rev·eals more rashness and less m..111t~ ca-
pability as preparations for fighting reach their final 
.. 
stages. News comes (IV.1.) of bis father's sickness, wbicb 
1• obviously a political sickness. ·"'Zounds, bow has be 
.. tbe leisure to be sick in such a justling time?" Hotspur 
' . -
retorts Falstaffianly._ His first reaction shows a practical 
·- ·-
-------
~---- - --------- ~ -re-al i z at ion th.at his · :fatber1 s default is "~. perilous gash11 Q 
and that it "doth inreot the very lifeblood of our enter-
_ •••- • • .,. ' • . '.,. ________ .._. ---· >•- oc,~. 
~bis view and expresses bis fears that Nortbumberland•s-
' absence might be interpreted disapprov~l or rebel-• as tbe 
> 
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y 11on and _tbat would give·a bard blow to the rebel's cauae. 
But Hotspur soon changes bis mind and gives tbe ques-
tion bis own rationale: 
: ~ ~. -- - - - --· - _______ -- -I rather of bis absence make tbis i:tse: 
. 
. It lends a lustre and more great opinion, 
-- A larger dare to our great enterprise, Than if the earl were bere; 
·- Tbis may show heroic daring in Hotspur, but it certainl7 
· does not shot~ ·much mi11 tary prudence. In the same vein be 
-- - ~--~-- receives .tbe news or the King I s advancing fore es. There. is 
• 
' . 
I· 
•no harm" in \iestmoreland ts force of seven tbouaand, and the 
King with bis strong army·"sball be vrelcome __ too." Strangely 
• Ir -
i 
enough, while Hotspur "welcomes" this news,- be poses one 
special question which brings tbe conflict to tbe fore~ 
gr9und: 
Where is bis son, 
Tbe nimble-footed 
And bis comrades, 
And bid it pass? 
, 
madcap Prince of Wales, 
that darf 1 d tbe world aside, 
_ (IV.1.95-97). 
Vernon's gorgeous answer, "All-i'urnisbed, all in arms,• 
and 11! saw young Harry wibb his be·~ver on, • • • like a 
~eatber 1 d Mercury" (IV.i.96~110), extremely discomfi~s Hot~ 
spur. "No more, no more:, tt he interrupts Vernon, "Worse than 
______________ -~-----~--- _ the _sun in Jvlarcb this pPaise <1-o-tb nourish· ague·s ~-n However, 
r Hotspur finally condescends to choose Ha~ as his opponent 
_ 1n c-ombat: . - -·· - - -- ·--.-·· - - -· ....... - ---- ---- ·-· ~- ---- -------· ······-. --- ....... , 
'\ 
I 
. ' 
· Harry to Har~y shall., bot borse to horse, · Meet and ne•er pa1't tilronec1rop down 
a corse 
• 
. " 
(IV.i.122~23). " ~-·-.··. 
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, There is an obvious contrast between Hal's cocksurenesa-
about bis future and Hotspur 1 s 'rising tragic tune. Percy 
-
I 
. .. 
-aball fight Hal "till one drop down a corsen but who _th~~.-: _____________ _ 
· ·- · · one will be be is not suree Before tbe scene closes he an-
nounces to bis fellows: "Doomsday is near; die all, die ·· 
merrily." 
)· 
Hotspur is the cause o~ the disagreement over tbe tim-
ing of battle---a disagreement which seems to foretell his 
fall and the £ailuFe or the rebelliono16 He is for im~ 
-/ 
mediate battle regardless or other considerations. Worcester 
protests that the horses are tired and not all the ~orces 
have arr~ted, but Hotspur obstinately insists: "We'll fight 
with him tonight." Only the arrival of Sir Walter Blunt, 
the_ King's envoy, stops their dispute. 
\ 
Blunt bas come "with gracious or:fers i'rom the King, n 
ot pardon and peaceful settlement. Nevertheless, Hotspur 
vehemently recites the complaints and accusations against 
tbe King. But significantly, when Blunt asks: "Shall I 
return tbis answer to the King?" Hotspur replies "not so, 
Sir· Walter., 11 as if recanting 'hie. accusations. 
There is even a g11mpse of hope of a settlement wben 
~ 
---
"' 
---------• 
--- . --- - -- .. -~~- - ------ -·------ - . . 
·~ -"' Blunt wishes, nr would you would accept o·r·:grace and love," 
and Hotspur rejoins, "And may be so we. sba11." Of course 
tbe conrlict bas to reach its climax and there is no pos-
. --- . . . ··- ·-· ··-. . .. ·- ....... - . 
sibili ty of ending the play by negotiation. But Sbakesp-eare -
\ insel'ts a little suspense here alld --i,eem~ to -make a point 
·-. :, 
. ,,.::.-
. . 
- -- .. --------~-
.-
.. ... 
• 
·~ 
that not all of Hotspur' s tragedy is the ,~work of his own 
bands. This point is achieved ·by anticipating the treacbery 
of Worcester, _who is to bead tbe delegation to nego~iate 
with the King. 17 
In tbe council of war, tbe Prince cuts a su-preme figure 
by sboiving responsible awareness, al truism and modesty. He 
sings the praises of' Hotspur and of himself _be admits, "I 
--may speak it to my sbame 9 I have a truant been to Cbivalryc 11 
He realizes that on both sides: 
There is many a soul Shall pay full dearly for this encounter, If once they join in trial 
(V.1.83-85). 
He suggests a single com.bat be~een himself and Hotapur nto 
Save tbe blood on ei.ther side. n As no mention is made of · 18 such a challenge in any chronicle, Shakespeare seems de-
liberately here to emphasize Hal's sense of duty and altru-
istic nature. But tbe King will not allow a single fight 
and· offers amnesty to all instead. 
Vernon aha.res Worcester's dishonesty about tbe offer, 
but be relates trutbrully and impressively the way Prince 
Hal bas suggested tbe challenge of the single combat. In 
both praising Hot spur "wit b a princely tongue, 11 _ and making--
" a blushing oital of himself," Hal is remarkably graceful. 
He conducts himself 
- -As if be master 1 d there a double spirit Of teaching and learning instantly 
I (v.11,. 64-65) • J 
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'fbougn tbe de~cription perfectly fits a graduate-assistant, 
the mythical man, the man or all ages: 
eternally learning and teaching. 
Vernon 1 s view, I think, is b1g~1y rel.evant to_mJ argu-
ment that the education of the prince is completed at tbe 
end of Part One, Here a rebei leade~ praises the merits and 
. potentialities or a finished Prince and realizes tbat be baa 
only been misunderstood: 
but let me tell the world, It be outlive tbe envy of this day., England did never owe so sweet a hope, So much misconstrued in his wantonness 
{ V. ii e 66-69) • 
Hotapur bas every right to aocuse bis colleague of being 
' 
"enamoured" of the Prince's "follies,'' tor Vernon is un-
-., 
consciously making a choice of who should "outlive the envy 
of' this day" ( tbe battle of Sbrewabu:ry) , and who is td' be 
England's greatest King. 
Finally, at tbe battlefield comes tbe decisive encounter 
of the two Harrys, one of whom must make way"Tor the other: 
Two stars keep not their motion in one sphere, Nor can one England brood a double reign Of Harry Percy and the Prince of Wales (V.ivo64-66). 
We do not have to.worry about tbe outcome. We know who 
I 
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Percy proclaims, "tbe hour is come/ To end the one of ua." 
Shakespeare unhistorically makes Hal slay Hotspur. 
~· 
------Holinshed mentions tbat "the prince that dale bolpe bis 
- n father like a lustie yoong gentleman and that the King was 
a·ttacked by Douglas and struck down, but "w.as raised & did 
that daie mania a noble feat of armes •••• The other on 
bis part, incouraged by his dooings, fought valiantlie, and 
. 19 
-slue the lord Percie, ca1·1ed Sir Henrie Hotspurre~n 
Whether Shakespeare bas misinterpreted "the other on his 
part" to mean the Prince or has seized upon an ambiguous 
__ / 
' -- --
20 statement to serve bis purpose does not matter much. Wbat 
matters .is that tbe climax or the play certainly requires 
tbat the end or Hotspur be at the hands of the Prince. 
It is time now to make a special ref'erence to one of 
the sig~ificant themes in -the play, namely the theme of 
8 bonour" which I have4 ""hardly tou.cbedo Througbo~t tqe play 
a cohtra.~t is constantly be,ing shown between dif'ferent con-
~ 
, 
cepts of honour as represented by Hotspur, Hal and Falstaff.~ 
Hotspur seems to be the one who baa consciously dedicated 
his life to tbe service of honour as be understands it. He 
. 
is c€lled ntbe theme of honour's tongue" ( I.1.81) by the 
. -· . - . 1\~ 
-· 
-~--Ktng,-·-tha--"cbild of honour and renown" (III.11~139) by tbe -
--·· -~.~-
Prince, and "the King of honourn (IV.i.10) by Douglas. 
' J Hotspur- advises his father and un-cle to- -redeem. their nban-
isbed honour" (I.iii.180-81), and be himself thinks it is 
· !'an eas1. leap to pluck brigb-t ... bo~-o~:r- from the pale-:faeed 
y 
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------.oon•---o·r--dive to the bottom of the sea "and pluck up drownet 
honour by the locks" (I.iii.20lff) • 
. But any examination of· Hotspur' s concept of honour re-
yeals that it is a medieval, highly individualistic ideal. 
-It is only a general convenient term for prestige, renown, 
personal glory; all in an extrinsic selfish sense. 21 Honour 
- loses its brightness and is not worth mucb when it is shared 
with others. Thus, when Hotspur intends to "pluck up drowned 
honour by the locks," he 1r1ants the reward :for himself alone: 
So he that doth redeem her thence might wear Without corrival all ber dignities (I.1iie206-7). 
For the same reason he sees tbe absence or his father 
,~ from battle as an occasion for winning a brighter honour, 
for it 111erids lustre and more great opinion·11 to his enter-
prise. Even at bis rinal moments be is not grieved that be 
will lose bis life but that be bas to surrender bis glories: 
0., Harry 9 thou bast robb 1 d me of my youtbl I better brook the loss of brittle life Than those proud titles tbou hast won of me; They wound my thoughts worse than thy sword my flesh 
( V. i V. 75-80) • -
On the other band, Hal's sense of honour, as we bave 
~·.£! seen on several occations, is far from~being egoistic; rather ,. 
- _t_ . 
' 
-- . 
-----1t--1s a:-s-ense or social duty. And, as we shall see in the 
next chapter, be cares less for external reputat1011~-for --· 
-what others th.ink of bim--than for what be thinks of' himself. 
· As Hotspur :falls to his death, the Prince shows 
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- magnan1m1ty--a quality that very much becomes a good ruler. 22 · 
In contrast, Hotapur's leek o:f magnanimity verges upon mean-
ness. Upon the dead Hotspur t;be humane Prince chivalrously 
____ confers bis "favoursn (which might be plumes .from his nel-
. 
met), and tenderly covers bis "mangled race." He speaks to 
, tbe corpse as if to a departing brotber (V.iva87-10l). "The 
epitaph," as Wilson says, ncontains not a word ot' triumph; 
its theme is the greatness or the slain man 1 s spirit, the 
tragedy of his fall, and what _may be done to reverence him 
in deatb." 23 
One may even feel sorry ror Hotspur that he is made 
tragic in spite of {or probably because or) his lovable frank-
~~ss, bis childlike impulsiveness and his unrefleoting beroie 
L 
, 
courage. His flaw seem~, to be that be almost invariably does 
the w~ong thing in the wrong time and place; be speaks when 
he should keep silent, is inattentive when he should 
attention, and he fights when be should' not. 
nav I:'-., 
In an age when physical courage was a great asset to 
men, Hotspur•s heroic poise nrust be highly admirable. But 
in the long run Hotspur is not meant to gain our admiration. 
His uncontrollable emotions constantly make him, as Travers! 
_ __ ... ___ bas observed., . 11 a t'igure str-angely poi.sel:J between the tragical 
. 24 
and the comic, the heroic an·d the absurd.'' He must .fall 
because be bas been outshone by a much brighter star. 
J Hotspur bas actually been Hal•s· f'oil and testing ground 
not only in Valour and Chivalry but in temper, selt'-control, 
\ 
... -. 
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broadm1ndedness, modesty, patriotism, magnanimity and a 
· -~ whole set o-£ values that constitute a balanced 1nd1 vidual 
and a perfect ruler. The -Prince b:!a undoubtedly· paased 
bis test vi tb distinction. 
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'CHAPTER III . 
·~· 
' ,, 
.. 
·With Falstaff.and bis company: 
A lesson in • all bU11oura• , 
!be controversy o~~r Falstaff seems to have made· him 
a soPt of a gigantl c "mirror or all critics o 11 :f.1any critic a 
indulge in seeing in biln the ideas and "pbilosopbiesn of 
tb;eir own age instead of tbose of . the age of Shak~speare 
, 
ol' o:f the audience t:or whom the play was written. Shake-
speare does transcend bis age sometimes but only within 
ljmits. He generally modifies rather than radically 
revolutionizes ideas and conventions of bis age. 
Falstaff bas o£ten been isolated from context and 
.,, 
from Elizabethan dramatic conventions to fill a role in 
the mind of the critic. He bas been portrayed as a phi-
losopher, a rree military thinker (and a valiant soldier 
..... -too), a pacifist, a realist, an existentialist, a social 
\. critio, and a great artist by a host of critics since 
Maurice Morgann• s famous defence o~ 1777. ·Anotheza host of 
. 
critics, whose views I share, has shown that Falstaff does 
not really deserve such tributes and that be is rather a 
comic deviee, a jester, a fool, a bragging soldier and 
(as an embodiment of several or the Seven Deadly Sins), 
a legitimate descendent of the Vice of the morality play. 
It seems to me that defenders ot Falstaff generally 
fall in a serious contradiction: they attribute to him 
~ny I serious' and •moral' qualities but meanwhile ask us 
' ' f· 
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not to .judge him by the moral standards ot the ·serious 
_,.._ 
<, \. 
world. But Shakespeare's world was a moral and serious 
_c, ___ ·~_"_,,,,,_ _
_
 world--certainly more concerned tvi th moral judgment. than 
our own. His audiences may laugh or weep, but tbey still 
;; -- -~-
r_J) 
J 
I '.· • 
---- ~- -- -
·~ ., 
cannot avoid associating what a character conveys to them 
vitb life outside the theater. 
It is only in modern times that critics (and audi .. 
ences) began to shy away from moral judgment and to pro-
pound the effectiveness of a role and the character's 
success in dominating the stage as the criterion of 
1 dramatic judgment. Ac"c,rding to this theory the sym-
pathy of tbe audience ma) go not only to characters like 
Falstaff but to Shakespeare's Macbeth, Shylock, and even 
2 . 
to villains like Iago and Richard III. But this same 
theory of effectiveness isolates characters from the con-
·"\, 
text of drama and consequently becomes, as Mr. Langbaum 
bas pointed out, destructive to tbe purpose of drama 
itself: 
... -.·-··' 
,/ 
It destroys the play as an entity diatinct--
:f'rom ~ts parts, having a logic, meaning and unity 
of its own to wbicb the parts are subordinated; for it destroys the objective principles wbicb 
relate the events and characters to each other and 
to the wboleo3 · 
Falstaff, then, great as the joy=we get from him may 
be, cannot be taken 01.:r~- o! the context of his role and be--: 
exempted from moral judgment. Critics·· v1ho think that, 
because o:f bis condo role, be sbould not be discussed·: in 
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terms of honour, cowardice and valour; are bigblJ 111•-
taken. 4 
·· ·· 
--
-· . -~ this chapter I shall trace Falstaff's role as a 
-· aample or low life and see what effects it has on the. 
Prince's growth to maturityo I believe that Falstaff, 
allo,dng for bis supremacy as a comic character, is sub-
servient to tbe main theme of educating the Prince. He 
.-1 a a foil to the Prince 1n exbibi ting qual;i ties that a 
good prince should avoid, and his role actually terminates 
at the end of the playo Because tbe state of Hal's re-
' lation with Falstaff at tbs end o:f Part One will be ot 
/ primary importance in deciding wbetb~r tbe Brince is ready 
to be crowned or is still only bal.f' way--and C?nsequently 
whether Part One is completely independent or only~ balr-
play--, I shall read tbe play not rrom Part Two backward 
as some critics do, but as if Part One were the only play 
.i 
.~ in the dramatist 1 s mind at the time of its composition. 
The nature of the relationship between Hal and 
Falstaff is carefully outlined in tbeir first appearance 
1n I.ii. Falstarr 1 s first question about the time and 
Ha).' s answer to it sum up the lite of the .first and the 
5 
-attitude of the second towards him. o·ne is surprised 
., that from tbe very beginning there is actually no close 
friendship, no intimacy, no sharing of opinions. Instead 
. tbe Prince's words sound rather sarcastic and even con-
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!bou art so rat-witted, with drinking of old 
·aaek and unbuttoning thee after suppero o • • Wba t a devil bast --thou to do 1-1i tb tbe time or the day? Unless hours 'W'e1"'le cups of sack a'nd 
minutes capons and clocks tbe tongues of bawds 
... 
-
-
- •• QI see no reason wby thou ahouldst be so 
superfluous to demand t~e time .9f the day. . -- - - ------- ---• - -- --------·--·'•-a .... ·-·- --<· -"-' ------- - - - + 
Shakespeare from the beginning thrusts upon our not~ce 
.- .... 
that what we are witnessing is not the weak madcap of the 
·-c broni c le s or The Famous Victories, but a self'~sufficiant, 
strong-willed youtb.iiho, while entertaining bimseJ.£, knows 
well what he is doing. Though they keep eacb other's 
company, the Prince and bis old entertainer have only tew 
things in comm.on. There is polarity rather than parallel-
ism in their characters. Falstaf:f is nsuperfluous" be--
cause in bis irresponsible life, he bas nothing to do witb 
the world of time--the world of regularity and order. 
Mentally and physically Falstaff symbolizes idleness, 
disproportion and disorder, and as disorder is a concern 
. 6 of tbe Devil, Falstaff is given a diabolic quality. 
Significantly, Falstaff'~, second question is con-
cerned witb tbe future of his occupation as a thief--in 
.. ~ other words tbe future of order and justice wben tbe Prince 
becomes tbe King: 
________________ . _____ When thou 8.1'6t king, let not us that a:Pe squire·s ---------
---- of the night I s body be called thieves of the 
-· .. -·-·-- - ~-- . .. ··~· -· 
~-
.•. 
day's beauty o o o let men say we be men of good gove1vnID.ent, being governed» as tbe sea is 9 by our noble and chaste mistress tbe moon9 under whose countenance we steal· 
· ' (I.11.25-33). 
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- The Prince pl~7full1' quibble•-·· ·ov.ei- Palatatt I s question, - -· 
and in an association of ideas be reminds Fala ta.ff of 
,the gallows .,./"'When Ralstaff ignores the point and talks 
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---- ~ of tbe hostess of the tave:r&n, Hal returns to tbe subJeo-t = .. - - -------- -- - ~ 
i:I 
----m and reminds bim of the prison "bu.ff jerkin" robe. J 
. Jl1 But Falstaff is anxious to get a definite answer ~ 
tJj 
j1j about tbe Pl'ince • s attitude towards . justice: 
------------ ---- ---· ·- · 1 
~~---,-- ~hail there be gallows standing in E:ngland 
when thou art King? and resolution thus 
.tubbed as it is t·d th the rusty curb or old father antic the law? Do not thou.? t'"1ben tbou art a King, hang a thief . 7 
· (Ioii.67-70). 
Tbe Prince curtly answers, •No, thou shalt." It is to be 
noticed that Falstarf is the one who deceives himself 
; 
I 
:j ;; 
I 
i' 
l 
l' 
I 
more than be is deceived by o·tbers •. Typical of a _ s_tag~~--------·----
rool in bis self-deception, be takes the Prince•s words 
to mean a promise of the office of the Lord Chief Justice. 
He is so.on corrected: "thou judgest false already." He 
is to be tbe hangman to hang the thieves whose case be is 8 
pleading. There shall be gallows and Falstaff's ana~chic 
expectations are nipped in the budo When in the soliloquy 
Hal adopts the sun~il'nage of majestyi be symbolically stands 
for order and thus is a roil ror all tbat Falstaff stands 
9 for in his talk of Diana's men (I.ii.15-33). 
Inve~sion of trutb. (wbi.ob itself is a :Pe.flec_tion of 
dis-order), and topsy-turvy logic are characteristic of 
.;' 
«."3(i1# 
Falsta.ff I s brand o~ wit. He ascribes to himself Whatever 
.,l • C 
·' 
( 
I 
I 
; 
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f 
·-., 
• 
I 
0 ;,- .. 
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' \ 
10 quali tiea be lacks and to otbers · bis own tailings. But 
besides disorder and lying be bas q~ite a Dumber of other 
•virtues" as be himself confesses to Bardolph. Once _upon 
a time be was "virtuous enough," ·-------------
so 
j 
• 
- ·- - -- ... 
.. 
swore little, diced not above seven times a 
·week; ,~1.ent to a bawdy-house not above once in a quaFter-of an hour; paid money that I borrowed, tbree or four times 
( IIIo iii 018-22). 
r.J, 
While exposing Falstafr's disreputable li~e, Shake-
speare is careful about keeping Hal reputable. Tbe purpose 
of Falstaff's allusion to tbe hostess of the tavern is the 
11 early clarification of Hal's conduct. Hal's presence 
~ in the tavern, unlike Falstaff's, does not go beyond in-
nocent fun. Falstaff himself admits that Hal calls the 
·1 
. hostess only to_ pay the bill-~Falstarr• s 1.nc111ded •. _Thia 
is an indication of the parasitic life Falstaff is lead-
ing. Falstaff's relation to the Prince is that of a 
jester and a fool rather than of an ~qual friend, and 
this fact accounts also for Falstaff's liberty in abusing 
tbe Princeo 12 
Falstaff the parasite and swindler on the tavern 
level proves to be a parasite and swindler on a national . . 
level_ too. As a captain be is a typical corrupt Eliza-
bethan officer. 13 He confesses he has "misused the King's 
_p:ress damnably" (IV.i1~l3).-_ His l.$0 soldiers are such·· 
miserable "scarecrows,·" sucb "tattered prodigals, n that 
Fai}staff', who is remarkably shameless, is ashamed to _ 
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bave been dratted not tor their physical ~itness for m111- · 
tary service but for their inability to grease the,,.pal:Jn 
or Captain Falstaff' (IV .11.12-52). To Hal.' s surprise at 
seeing such 11pi tiful !l'ascals.," Falstaff ruthlessly re-
plies: 
I• 
•• 
Tut., tut, good enough to toss; food for powder, ~ood ror powder; they'll fill a pit aa well as better: tusb, man, mortal men, mortal men 
. (IV.ii.72-74). 
---~--
--;- ----
----- -· -- - -
~-··-· 
This may be a comic counterpart of Hotspur' s insensibilitJ, 14 
but it seems to me that Falstaff is made more inhuman by 
this statement and by bis later boasting that he led his 
"ragamuffins" where they were "peppered" (V.111.37). Hot-
spur1 s ruthlessness may be condoned -as complementary to 
bis heroic courage, but (except on comic grounds) Falstaff's 
. 15 is inexcusable because of bis sbame.ful cowardice. 
A series of solemn vows of reformation followed im-
~ediately by a violation of every vow serves to expose 
Falstaff the liar and to prepare ,us for Falstaff the brag-
gart. In I.ii., with the idea of gallows still in mind, 
Falstaff wonders where to find a place to buy tta connnodity 
--
. -- 0£ good names" and confesses be bas not listened to a Lord 
of the Council wbo spoke wisely to him. He srrears be will 
1--re form, for be will "be damned for never a King's son in 
Christendom." This may be a comic anticipation o~ the 
Prince's reconciliation with bis father in III.ii. Tbe 
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ralaity of Falstaff's promise, however, is soon revealea. 
wbe\n tbe p~ince playfully suggests. a robbery to test his 
resolution and Falstaff jumps entbuaiastically, "'Zounds, 
where· thou wilt, lad." The joke bas worked., and Falstaff's 
ineonsistency is shown: 
I see a good amendment or lire in tbee; from praying to purse-taking (I.11.114-15) • 
. ..I 
Throughout the play there are several situations that 
almost constitute a pattern where Falstaff, on tightly 
cornered, attempts to get out of the trap by some out-
16 rageously ridiculous and shamelessly hilarious answer 
like the outwardly innocent one be gives here: "Why, 
Hal, 1 t1s my vocation, Hal, 1 tis no sin for a man to 
• labour in his vocation." ~ . 
( ~-' 
In a way my observation that Hotspur seems to do the 
wrong thing in the wrong situation is true of Falstaff too 
with one difference. With Hotspur 1~ is a tragic flaw, 
but with Falstarr it is his greatest comic merit. Fal-
stafr1s answers of this sort, therefore, usually come as 
\. 
tbe climax of a jokeo 
Falstarf reiterates bis vows of repentance in III.iii., 
C ------ -
-- --- • -·- --- echoing comically tbe Prince's reconcili&tion wi tb the 
I . 
King. He will repent "and that suddenly, while I am in 
, , 
some liking." But we know such a time will never come, 
~ 
.. 
for Falsta~is incorrigible. When taunted for his lying, 
swind1ing and dishonesty., be ·reverts to his favourite trick 
r 
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· ot·w1tty·moct.-moral1z1ng, even_turning ·tbe joke upon bim.-· 
seit:. 
-
----
-thou knowest ln the state of innocenoy Adam fell; and 1-1hat should poor Jack Falstaff 
·_ do in the days o:r villainy? Thou seest I.-:bav~-
.•. ~<-" - . ....c.---
- more r1esb tban another man and therefore · 
· more :frailty 
(IIIoiiiol86-90). 
( When set to a proof as on previous Q_ccasions, Falstaff 
always .fails. This time Hal·· .. -tells bim be is friends wi tb 
. ' bis father "and may do anything."· Falsta.f'f stupidly over-
.,. 
looks the import of this development and zealously demands 
nrob me the exchequer." For the same reason bis final 
soliloquy-ca 11 If I do grow great, I'll grow less :for I'll 
purge" {Vo1vol67rf}.--cannot be believed. The audience may 
laugh but will not tPUst Falstarr, for it bas bad too mariy 
unfulfilled promises. 
Cowardice, lying and bragging are indispensable cbar-
acteristics of Falstaff as an unmistakable descendent of 
the miles pj10riosus. 17 Whether in a small highway robbe17 
·or in a decisive battle of a civil war, be displays these 
qualities in the exposure of wbicb most of the fun lies. 
The Prince bimsel.f is "persuaded to participate in the rob-
bery only when it is explained as a joke at Falstaff 1 s ex.;c> 
-· 
pense. · nThe Virtue of this jest will be the 1ncompre-
b$JlBible _lies that same-fat rogue will tel111 (I.iio208-9), 
. as Poins suggests- to Hal. The Prince then expects it to be 
I:) 
an "argument for a _week, laughter to~ a month, and a good · 
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- ·,: jest tor ever• (II.11-.99-100). 
., 
Cowardice is -underlined :first. Palatatt 1a afraid 
--
I 
__________ tbat tbe number o:f the travell~l"S may-be some· eight or ten. ·· · 
-~-
H1a courage is clearly to be tested: 
Fal. 'Zounds, will tbey not robust 
Princea What, a coward, Sir John Paunch? 
Falo Indeed, I am not John of Gaunt, )"our 
grandfather; but yet no cov1ard, Hal. 
Prince. Well~ we leave that to the proor 
- (IIoiio68-72). 
!be proof shows that Falstaff runs away following bis com-
rades after "a blow or two" ·only. His bl'ief struggle can-
not be credited to bis bravery. OWing to bis substantial 
bulk be is certainly not as brisk in movement as others and 
has/to return a stroke or two in selr-defence before be 
, manages to flee. 11How the -fat rogue roared, 0 Poins ex-
claims, and this is confirmed later on when the Prince 
tells Falstaff, "you ca~ried your guts away ••• and 
roared for mercy" (II.iv.284-85) • .!'be Prince and Poins 
have told the audience what to expect and the promise 18 
.ful.filled in Falstaf'.f Is .fantastic yarn of tbe men in · 
buokram.18 
In a way, Falstaft•s braggadacio is a comic counter-
part of the Hotspur wbo would kill a dozen or two at a 
· ·--- ----- .~· · . bl'eakfast and complain of the idleness ot bis life. Though 
opposites in many respects, the two characters share at 
-
•·. 'I A.'r~ ••• , 
·"" i, 
- ----------
least one comic contradicti.oi:i: Hot spur is a poet who 
-- - . - --- . - - - . --"l...:..:..-..:---· 
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speak~ against poetey, and Fals.taf.t' is a coward who con- ~-
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denms cowardice. Before starting bis version of the stor1 • 
Falstaff makes a re~rain of "a ·plague of all cowards." 
Thus, tvhile consciously renouncing a quality ~rbicb no man 
likes to own, be ironically draws attention to bis own 
cowardice. 
In a-sharp contrast to Falstaff's exaggeration, Hal, 
t. 
-1n a matter-ot-ract way, decides to put him down with a 
plain tale: 
We two saw you four set on four •••• Tben 
did we two set on you four and with a word 
out-faced you ••• 
{II. iv.279ff). 
Then comes the outragious lie: "BJ the Lord. I knew ye as 
well as he that made ye." For Falstaff 1 s wit and inventive--
ness are not at a loss at this point. This- shameless, un-
expected surprise would surely set tbe audience laughing 
uproariously.19 Some critics mistake the momentary escape 
for a triumph and claim that Falstaff outsmarts the Prince 
20 in the battle of' wits. ·· 
Mr. Dover Wilson has theorized that Falstaff in bis 
"incomprehensible lies" is playing the joke on tbe Prince 
and Poins at the same time they are playing it on-him. 
Falstaff probably winks to part of the audience. for be 
knows the trick, or that is at least the nimpression" left 
21 on the Hbrigbter spirits in tbe theatre, '1 says Wilson. 
Professor Stoll, on the other hand. bas strongly rejected 
\ · ,uch speculations of a play being written tor two kinds ot 
·• 
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audience: tbe high-brows and the low-brows. llo one in tbe 
company or in tbe theatre, be explains, "likes laughing 
alone or not being able to laugh when otbers, do. Still 
56 
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- less does the actor relish such a state or affairs., a bo~se---
22 divided against itself." Moreover, there is no precedent 
in· drama of a character deliberately making a fool., a cow-
ard, a liar and a ludicrous braggart of himself, and no 
audience ~1ould understand such a strange .. situation without .. 
being prepared f.'or 1 t. Hal plays:·the wayward Prince on 
purpose and we are told twice about that, but for Falsta~r 
playing tbe coward, liar, thief and butt on purpose, we are 
not preparedo 23 
Falstaff's assertion that be bas acted the coward "on 
· instinct" does not extricate him from the trap this time, 
for when Hal twits him on his running away, he helplessly 
pleads ttAb, no more of that, Hal, and thou lovest me" (II. 
iv.312). This reply will be inexplicable if Falstaff is 
meant to have outwitted the Prince. 24 
When the Sberir~ leaves tbe tavern, the fat knight is 
found asleep behind the arras 11 and snorting like a horse." 
. Defenders of Falstarf's alleged .bravery bave counted this 
·---~· -------- _ .. __ -----ti 
,.--· '• 
/ 
·---~-~-----· · ·· ---~- ·· as a s~ of nerve-control. B~t tbe inference is basic~lly 
( 
... 
wrong, for tbe incident bas other dramatic purposes. The 
sleep--which seems to be anticipating Falstaf~'s sham death 
.at Shrewsbury--is the dramatist's device to create the op-
portunity of searching Falstaff's pockets, and, by doi~ so. 
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to prepare for •ore tun (in III.111. ). Besides, tbe a1~-
~ 
. terns.tive to showing Falstaf'f asleep---1-s, of course, to 
reveal him shivering id tb fear. Dramatically, in this 
:.particular situation snorting certainly provokes more 
hilarity than shivering. 
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ff Gadsbill and its af'tel'lll&tb do not fully convince 
us, the seriousness or Shrewsbury leaves no doubts about --
the world Falst.af'f represents. Like the traditional stage-
coward., be confesses be is afraid: uI fear the sh~t here., 
••• God keep the lead out of me 11 (V.iii.30-35), ana·"I 
-- ~ ··- ..... --------
am afraid o:r this gunpowder Percy11 (V.iv.121-22), he says. 
In the Elizabethan world, no man can be a coward and still 
be considered a man. On a comic stage or any·popular · 
stage, Stoll bas noted, "Nobody confesses to fear but(a 
25 coward, a child or a woman." 
' 
26 Critics since Morgann bave regarded Falstaff's 
__ Qoasting that he led mis s~ldiers and did not send them 
- ., I 
to the thick of battle where out of 150 only three survived 
as a proof of his valour. But to the Elizabethans this 
boasting is another indication of cowardice and corruption 
well known to be the practice of many El-izabetban captains. 
Sir John Smythe wrote in bia Oe-rtain Discours-e-s (1590), 
that sucb officers 
-
. •;: 
/ devised some verie daungerous- enterpritfe to em.ploy tbeir bands and companies in., to make proof bow mania in such exploytes should leese thei~ lives, that they might ~nrich themselves - _ by tb~ir de.ad pais. 27 
' 
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0 Indeed, the V9Ff fact that Falstaff happens to be one ot 
the survivors brings him into suspicion, partieula~1y·as 
~.,,,. .-
., .. 
we reraember bis recruiting methods 1;1bereby be s'tu.f:f s bis 
. pocket with some "th_ree hundred and odd pounda 11 (IV.11.14). 
Falstaff• s sbannn!ng de·ad in the battlefield is another 
f,o 
unmistakable stage convention revealing cowardice. His 
twisting the· proverbial wisdom of "discretion ·1s the bettet' 
part of valour11 is typical of his ludicrous means of escape. 
Even in the twentieth century when to many individualists 
"honour'' has beeome an empty word--almost sy-nonym to "folly"· 
--and Falstaffian "discretionn a realistic wisdom, d~s-
cretion still bas its limits. 28 One may question the 
justice or a particular war (may even burn one's draft 
card), eut once in the battlefield one is not expected to 
fall flat and pretend dead--and be considered wise too. 
Moreover, we are not toldt'.)tbat Falstaff baa questioned the 
justice of tbe cause be ls fighting for; on the contrary 
be is over-zealous at the end of III.iii., and he has ex-
plo;ited the recruiting· for his own advantage. 
The discreet fighter, however, is resurrected from 
bis death29 to perform the most atrocious act a coward can 
-· ----- ------- ·do..;..;.st-abbing the dead Percy, 
! 1 11 swear I killed him •• -• NotbJng 
confutes me -but:~ eyes_, and nobody s~ma ~ 
. (V.iv.12~30). 
·;(( 
- --
Tb 1 s time Fa~sta~f pr9ves as good as bis word, for be picks 
up the co:r,pse and sets out to buy honour witb it. 
' 
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. Palstatt•a humour and wit have misled many critics 
into- trying to find a special justification for bis con-
-·-cept of honour a_nd some have read bis soliloquy on honour 
as if it were a valuable piece o:f · re$.listic wisdom. 30 
Falstaff is certainly meant to ?"epresent an attitude to-
wards honour (Elizabethan honour~ it should be emphasized), 
but his attitude is simply tba lack of bonour--actually,. 
dishonour. To him honour can restore no. leg or &I'm, for 
it "hath no skill in surgery." Honour is nothing,; a "word,n 
·*'air," "a mere scutcheon" (V.1.37-44). This attitude 
sharply counterpoints Hotspur 1 s extreme consciousness of 
honour. We bave seen that Hotspur•s concept is medieval 
in its nature and selfish in its ends. Fals~aff's too 
materialistic concept, on the other band, reduces the values 
of lire to nothing. Like Hotspu~•s, Falstaff's concept is 
also extremely selrisb, for its goal is simply aelf-pr~ser-
vation. Shakespeare seems to be contrasting tbe two op-
posites, the excess of honour and the lack of it, to allow 
,, 
Hal to re)present a mean. Hal is to avoid the sel.f-seeking 
1n Hotspur and Falstarr. "The presence of both tbe excess 
and the de.ficiency of a virtue.," says Mr. Hunter, "naturally 
. . -
- I 
C .)' 
' ' 
j 
- -- -- -su-ggests Aristotle's comprehensive theory of ethics ••• - -- ---- -- --- -----
• 
that virtuous action or good action exi$tS as a mean be-/ 
tween two extremes both of which are vicious. "3l. 
It is with this goal in mind--tbe delineation or· the 
-
_ideal character by contrasting him with two irr~e9ncilable v 
• '-l 
e.· . 
~ 
. ~ ---- ·---- - -- .. 
- - - --- - - . - - .,...,. - --- -- - ..,__ ---
- - -
. ----·--- .~-~---~-, ...... _ -,11111 _
_
_
_
 _ 
.• 
. -· 
·--·. 
- - -- - - - -- - - - ~ 
' 
types--tbat F'alstatf•s role gains mot;i(' significance than 
a mere comic one. Comic sf.feet alone cannot account for 
the emphasis and reempbasis on expo.sing Falstaff's corrup-
tion, lying, cowardice and.bragging between Gadsbill and 
Shrewsbury. There is a world here (though not the.whole 
world as Falstaff claims) that a Prince should understand 
.... 
and ultimately has to banish if be is to become a good 
ruler. /,1J ' '• 
We f'inally come to 
,\ 
realize that Falstaff's shunning of 
bonour is not out of a disregard ~o~ worldly reno-wn and 
personal prestige but out o~ his unwillingness to pay its 
price. He does not like such "grinning honour" as Sir 
Walter Blunt•s. As an old tbiet, Falstarf would much pre-
te~ to steal hnnou~ if possible--and that is what he does. 
He carrtes Percy's body and tb~ows it in front of the Prince 
and demands the rewards of a hero: 
If your father will do me any honour 
ao: if not 9 let him kill the next Perc7 
himself. I look to be e1 ther earl or duke, 
I assure you 32 
(V.iv.1"-5). 
Falstafr• s role, b·owever, provides more tban just the 
black aspect of life. In spite of all the negative qualities, 
Hal's association with the tavern companions bas.not been 
·--·- --·-·. - . 
-----·· -- .'i- ·: 
-· - --!... -
• 
a waste of time, nor has it been a mere rivalry of wits 
betl-1een him and Falstai';f or simply an et»!'ecti ve contrast 
_ or opposi tea.· 
.<J, 
' 
Their relationship bas some construc,t·:t-ve 
e:t:fec'ts on tbe . life of the Prince as an indi v1dua1 and aa 
I .-.. I. 
•· . 
. • . 
.. 
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a would-be l'tller. It bas deepened bis insight into human 
ii::;' • nature. It is in II. iv. tbat tbe Prince declares what bene~ 
· ti ts be bas attained from bis mingling Ttli th low society. 
He bas alirays been cons~ious of his ultimate stature as a 
would-be King and accordingly his mixing bas given b1m in-
, 
valuable first band knowledge of the eommonalty.34 Through 
______ bis courtesy to tbe common people he has won -their hearts: 
... ~-' 
I am Sl'1orn brother to a leash of drawers; 
and can call them all by their christen names, 
aa !om, Dick and Franciso They take it already upon their salvation, that though I _be but Prince of Wales, yet I am the King of countesy 
(IIoiVo6-lO). 
Asked wbat is tbe meaning or tbe practical joke be baa 
played on Francis, be replies: 
'·' I am now of all humours that bave , 
" showed themselves humours since the old days_ or goodman Adam. • • 
. __ 
(II.iv.103-5). 
·He is not drunk bere, nor is be simply excited by the suc-
cess of his joke on Francis, but be means, as Tillyard 
comments, that 
··, 
.. \ 
having learnt to understand the drawers be has 
mastered all the springs _of human conduct, he bas 
even the:g completed bis education 1~:-~ the knowledge of men.3.? 
_ 
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Some critics have lamented tbe Prince•s· so-called "111-
----- ---~----------------tre-atment~' of Francis and suggested tba t Shakespeare as a 
, 36 l 
· sensitive human being cannot ap-prove it, _ and this is taken 
as an instance of the Prince's hard-heartedness to be added 
to bis "cruel" treatment of Falstat~. Bu-t, of course, we 
·. ,,, 
\ 
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~are not to judge tbe Prince and Sb~eapeare b7 twentieth 
century humanitarianism. There is hardly any possibility 
,- -t 
tbat tbe Elizabethan audience could have. thought of tbe 
Prince's game with Francis in terms of cruelty or uilf'air 
treatment. 37 Tillyard ba~ointed out that the musical 
'... .. -
metaphor Hal uses ("I bave sounded the very base-string ot 
humility.," II.~v~5-6)., is related to one of the common-
places of the age: that the universe is a harmonious music. 
According to the doctrine of "degree" the dra~1ers may rank 
next to beasts in tbe chain of beings--bence, tbe reference 
-- - . ~ - - - --- - ---: -:- - - - --- ----- - to a "leash" of drawers, The Prince in this metaphor is 
I 
' : ~J ... ·-. ---
the bow which bas created a response in tbe basest string 
of the instrument. 
38 ~ 
'-·.,;,&~''' 
Obviously., the trick played upon Francis i,s as useful 
. a.ii experiment as the o.ne played upon F-alstaff ~t Gads bill. 
Falstaff, of ~ourse, remains the most interesting "string" 
. ' in the human gamut, but tbe difference between tbe results 
of the two experiments is a matter of size rather tban 
1 qua1·1ty. 'Hal light-heartedly links Francis'. narrow busy-
ness with HotspurYs limited preoccupation, and it is left 
- . 
for us to contrast ·that w1 tb his 11 all humours," and rea11ze 
t-be range or human experience be has covered. 
Tbe completion of Hal's study of his low companions · 
seems to foretell the t·inie when his pr_e~ence at the tavern 
,, 
will be of no use any more. It signalizes bis further 
estrangement-rrom Falstaff and his readiness to rise to 
''\ 
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bis princely level. -News of tbe -rebellion and of tbe Prince----- - ·· 
-
being required at tbe court prompt the play extempore in 
' -
~---- - --------
wbicb Falstaff and Hal parod1 the reconciliation scene 
which is to. take place between the_ King and the Prince. 
Tbe most revealing parts of this burlesque are the sym-
bolic rejection of Falstai'i' and the accusations tbe Prince 
burls at bim. 
Evidently, Falstaff is much concerned about Hal's grow-
ing disillusionment in his companionship and be anxiously 
raises the question nsba.11 the son of' England prove a -thief, 
and take purses?n (IIoiv.452-3). But without even waiting 
for an answer be proceeds to defend bimselt. 39 At the ex-
- . 
pense of others he recommends "a goodly portly man, • ., .. 
--ofa·cbeerful look, ••• and a most noble carriage.n The 
Prince knowing that 1.s not the King's language, demands a 
change of roles, whereupon Falstaff rorebodingly asks: 
"Depose me?" 
Hal ascribes to Falstaff the qualities of the Devil of 
- the Miracle play and the Vice of the Morality play40 when 
be. calls him "that reverend vice, that grey iniquity, that 
father ruf.fian, that vanity in yearstt (II.iv.498-99), and 
-- ------.--.. -- --- - - --
11 tb·at· villainous abomlnaore mlsle-ader of youth, Falstaff,-----
that old white-bearded Satan" (ll.508-9)e 
',l,: 
-
·-· 
Falstaff's deferice--his. selfish telling the "King" 
to banish Poins and Peto (contrasted with this-is Hal's. 
{'t 
off'er.ing himself at Shrewsbury as a _possible sacrifice ~ 
.. 
i 
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save the 11V8a of otbera); bla' foreboding repetition of - - ---~ 
··-·.· .. · .... : ..·,..,· ... " ····· "b&nisb~-, ( seven times in seven lines); and bis exagge~ated 
• 
Ill!., ' 
"' I 
evaluation of himself (nbanisb pltunp Jack and banish all 
the t·1orldn )--is unconvincing and cannot save him from the 
. . 41 
. inevitable banishment. The Prince's words ("I do, I 
will") constitute the climax or the symbolic rejection, the 
aeriousness42 of which seems to be given a touch of grill 
reality by the knocking at the door, which bas been com-
43 
. pared to the knocking at the gate of Macbeth. 
" The days of tbe tavern are over, but Falstaff mtist go 
to tbe war to complete his comic function and to mark--wit~ 
Hotspur on the opposite extreme--the Prince's chivalrous 
virtues. The ncbarge o:f footu of wbicb Falstaff \himself 
I 
complains is not meant to be a tribute for some·m.ilitary 
· merit in Falstaff. Rather, 1 t is a joke, a dramatic neces-. 
sity and a sign of rejection too. 44 
Now, as the play draws to the climax in Act V, is tbe 
Hal-Falstaff relation growing to a closer association or to 
an inevitable separation? One cannot fail to notice that 
the two characters are constantly moving towards the cross-
roads where they have to separate. After their meeting on 
tbe road to_ Warwickshire-~ - the ne.x-t t-ime- -F-als-t-af'f' will b-e· -- ---
seen with the Prince is in the courtcil. of wa~--not for bis 
military significance but simply for the sake of the one-
line joke be I11akes in the I11eeting. 45 But be is soon 
silenced by .tbe Prince "Peace, chev1et, Peace1" 
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f.' A aeries of symbolic rej·ections follows. F'alstatt' 
requests, as a sign of friendship, that Hal "bestride" b1m. · 
if be sees bim fallen in the battle. "Notbihg but a 
Colossus can do thee tbat Friendship," Hal tells him; 
--
11say tby prayers.,, and faz,ewell" (V.141)123-4). 
' 
--
In the battlefield, like a stage-fool, Falstaff stands 
idle but never stops lying and joking. He refuses·· to let 
Hal bo1')ro~1 bis s~1ord and agrees to lend him bis pistol--
which turns to b~ a bottle qf sack. "What, is it a time 
to jest and dally now?" the Prince cries angrily and_ 
"throws tbe bottle at him," according to the stage direc-
t1ono On all otber occasions, Hal has good-naturedly ac-
cepted Falste.:ff 1 s even crude jokes, but this time be is 
really furious at him. Even in battle F·alstaff "daffs the 
. , 
world aside and bids it pass," and it is time for the 
Prince to reject tbe trifler in Falstaff, and by doing so, 
in himself too.46 
An even more revealing symbolic rejection is com-
municated by Hal's epitaph over the presumably dead Fal-
staff: 
' Poor J~ck, Farewell! ••• ~ O, I should have a heavy miss of thee, If I were much 1n love witb vanity1 -·--(V. iv .103-6). 
~-
" 
-- He · 1s not in lo~ve with van! ty and is obviously not going 
~ . . . 
- -
to miss Jack. Compared with the generous epitaph and the 
noble treatment the ·Pri:nce bestows upon Hotspur (who, after 
..,. 
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. . all, ia bis enemy), the epitaph over Falstaff leaves the·~·- 1 
~~··-::.- _____ , ···---···· 
atrong~impression that Poor Jack bas not meant much to tbe 
i 
Prince. Hal even puns over the bunted fat n deer": 
. j - . ."" -------: ..:---. -· - ---·· --- - ·--· ~-· 
, 
Death bath not struck so fat a deer to-day; Though many dearer, in tbis bloody fray 
.· (Veiv.107-8). 
-This is·, by all means, not the sort o:f sentiment felt at 
,_ ' tbe death of a dear friend. 
Other bits of o1rcumstantia1 evidence may not weigh 
,; 
much when considered separately but taken in context, they 
· enhance the erfect of an impending estrangement. Falstaff's 
- -
- - ----- - -- . 
,,. . 
coming to life surprises Hal but does not make him as hap- ·'---'---
-----
-·-- ~--- -
py as a friend should be. When the amazed Hal tells Fal-
staff (who claims he bas slain Hotspur) that he himself' 
bas performed the job, Falstaff accuses him of being a 
liar: "Lord, Lord, how this world is given to lyillgl" 
In addition to the psychological alienation, terms of 
"strangeness" ring in the ears of the audience appropri-
ately at tbe iast rew lines of Falstarf's appearance witb 
Hal. Prince John .finds Falstaff's tale "the strangest" 
be bas ever beard and Hal tells bim Falstarf is actually 
"tbe strangest fellow." 
At _Gadshill tbe Pr-1-nce-bas--p-1ay:ed Fa1sta~:r-r-s opponent·-· 
·and has robbed him in jest. At Shrewsbury Falstaff at-· 
tempts., in earnest, to rob tbe Prince_ o,f his victo:ry. Will 
0 
_. the Prince put tbe impostor down by another plain tale? 
:~ 
That is a pos~.ibility, but then a good part· of- ttie effect 
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will be spoiled. Here ia another test tor the Prince's 
concept of honour and magnanimity. He bas been called upon-
to per.forni a duty tvbicb he baa done very 1 .. 1ell. He is not,. 
seeking garlands for slaying HotspUl',. and so there is no 
need to disg~ace Falstaff by announcing the real victor 
... 
over Percy. Thus, be acquiesces in Falstaff's claim, with 
contempt perhaps, but witb no intention of proclaiming bis-
-· 
own tri umpb: 
For my part, it a :.lie may do tbee grace, I'll gild it wit~ the happiest terms I have (VoiVol62-3). 
.. 
Shakespeare seems to be more concerned with the Prince's 
emerg_ence to mature leadership than with making public who 
is tbei slayer of Percy. This may explain why in v. v. no-
body cares to enquire about the real victor over'Hotspur, 
and we are not told what the King and others think about 
this point. Both Hotspur and Falstaff are disposed of in 
such a way as if to indicate they have become an irrelevant 
\r -. ·.);, issue or only part of the past wbicb bas no specific sig-
nificance for the present or the future. 
Perhaps it is not accidental at all that Falstaff dis-
appears from the final scene. While the royal family re-
. 
e 
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__ j__c;,~ces iP 1 t_s victory,_ be is entirely forgotten. IT Fal--------~~---, 
stafr is meant to have any significance or to continue bis 
association with tbe Prince, isn't it-more natural that be 
should be present at tbe triumphant closing- scene? 
It .seems to me that this quiet rejection or Falstaff 
., . 
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1• fairly aatiatactory tor tbe purpose of ending the p1a7 
. 
-
-with the strong impression that the Prince is- qualified to 
re.place bis father. Why don't we have a definite, strong 
-------:re-j·eetion-, one may ask, like that of g Henry 1V? '. The an-
- ----
' swer is simply that there is no need for that kind of re-
jection in! Henry IV, and for good reasons too. Tbe re-
-
- .. ---------------jec tion in Part One is still only a personal matter, for tbe 
Prince is not required to announce publicly tbe banishment 
of his_old companions, whereas in Part Two it becomes a 
public necessity. This does not mean that Hal is not pre-
- .. ,....,.. 
pared yet to make the rejection public, but simply that it 
is not required. In other words, for all purposes the -
estrangement from Falstaff is final and if the Prince were 
to be crowned at this time, he is fully prepared to make 
the rejection public if Falstaff insists on claiming close-
ness to him as be does in 2 Henrx IV. Needless to say the 
. Prince gains much sympathy and admiration through this 
quiet disposal even from Falstar~•s admirers, but the 
problem is that many or them do not even perceive tbeI'e is -
a rejection here and that is why they enjoy the end of Part 
One and deplore the rejection or Part Two. 
/ /' 
-----~-'!'~-~-- 'Yer, _n~ture or the relation between Hal and Fa1- -- - ---------~· 
,, 
staff makes a quiet disposal appro-priate. From the start· 
,. 
their relation has not ·been particularly strong_and so 
natut~ally it ~does not need a specially strong rejection 
scene to terminate it. The Prince's aloofness is recog-
-- r-~ 
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47 
nized by all critics, even by Falstaf'f•a advocates, and 
- it is logical that if be·_.wants to break up bis association 
wi tb bis old companions be may 4o tba t quietly. 
Falstaf1" 1 s disappearance (carrying Hotspur on his 
b•ck) is dramatically appropriate too, and not without 
strong symbolic implications. Though be bas supposedly 
fought on the side oi' the King, be bas at least one thing 
in conmon with Hotspur: they both stand on tbe side of 
disorder. The agents of Order and Justice have defeated 
I 
the agents of Chaos and Disorder; hence, Falstaff actually 
bas no place in the final scene. 
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. coNCLUSIOH 
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In !. Henri !Y the full story of a princ~ coming to 
-mature -responsibility is depicted. Appearances wbicb ~arlJ 
in tbe play cause much disparagement in the Prince's rep~-
~tation prove to be groundless. The Prince is always aware 
of bis ultimate destiny and is never deceived by the forces 
' 1 
of Misrule and Sloth. He studies while enjoying bimse1f 
· and keeps a strict detachment. even when sharing tbe follies 
of his rapscallion companions. 
But to say the Prince is detached does not mean that 
be is incapable of friendship, or that he is a static char-
acter who does not develop. He is·a good mixeF; be is 
1oved by bis companions and is called •the King of cour-
tesy.n His experiences have widened his knowledge of all ~ 
1evels of the people be is destined to rule. 
The process of educating Prince Hal is a stel>\forward 
on the part of Shakespeare towards popularizing Kingship. 
It is undoubtedly more appealing in modern political tbink-
lng, for it obviously implies a democratic principle of 
education. But Elizabethan concepts ·or Kingship cannot be 
expected to be liberal in a modern sense. A ruler should 
·~ 
-
I • 
·- .. -- ,,~ 
-~-----~-
~------·----
- . 
know all levels of bis people but should not ·maintain as-
sociation with low society; hence, the necessity of detach-
m.ent and the inevitability of' Falstaff's rejection. 
Tbe end of l Henry~=-IV naturally raises 1n- the mind 
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stiona as: vhat does the denouement ot this drama 
-··--- -----
,.-
o the audience? Does it leave the spectators un~ 
certain of the outcome? Considering the education of tbe 
Prince_ as the central theme, do lie leave the tbea;tl'e · uncon-
vinced that the education is completed and that there 
. ~~ __ ,,,.,---
• bould be another )lay to finish it? Even if we restrict 
our criterion to the two royal qualities of Chivalry and 
. 
I 
Justice, we have t~1itnessed that the Prince bas attained 
both in bis defeat of Hotspur and reconciliation with the 
King. There is unanimous agreement on Hal's passing the 
Chivalry test, and so the point need not be stressed.· We 
have seen too that reconcfiiation with Justice, wbicb many 
critics do not admit till the end of g Henr1 .!Y, does hap-
pen in! H~nry IV and it bas a three-fold proof: first, 
tbe vow to the King in III.ii.; secondly, the honouring of 
tbe vow; and thirdly, the r1nal estrangement from Falstaf'f. 
Concerning the reconciliation with the Lord Chief 
Justice in Part Two we must keep in mind that in the Eliza-
bethan world it is not tbe off ice of tbe Lord Chief Justice 
that gives meaning to the of'fice of the King, but the other 
way round, provided that the King honours his of.fice; jus-
. - --- --~----- . 
' 
' 
----- --·---------- -- - ti-ca has no meaning under a ·tyrant or a puppet King~ In -- -- - -·-- ----,------1 
\other words, it i-s not Hal 1 s reconciliation \ii tb the Chief' 
Justice in Part Two that signalizes his return to Justice 
.~d Good Rule, but his choosing to acoep_t tbe responsibili- ~ 
ties o:f the office of a King--and that happens in Part One. 
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Wbat are we to do w1 tb g Henry !Y is an entirely dif-. 
-- --·~------· . --- -- -+ . --· -- ·-- --- ---
rerent question. As far.as tbe political education of the 
·--
... 
Prince ~is concerned., a seco11d play is nqt .needed., for Hal 
is qualifie,d to be crowned at tbe end of the first play • 
.. But of course a second play does exist, and tbe relationship 
/ 
-- between. the two _p_lays bas caused a controversy as old as 
Shakespe9tre cri t1c1sm. Whether tba tt~10 plays are independent 
units or two parts of a continuous action is a question 
which has not been settled, and probably never -will be, for 
there will always be pros and cons in the issue. 
Dr. Johnson p~obably was the earliest critic who found 
no reason to question the unity of the two plays and claimed 
tbat "they only appear as separate plays to those witb 
2 ambition of critical discoveries." But this view, though 
3 st·111 championed by many including Wilson and Tillyard, 
I 
bas0faced a serious challenge rrom Brooke, Law, Shaaber-
OaiJl, Zeeveld, Jenkins and others., 4 
Those wbo insist on considering the two plays as two 
phases of a continuous action seem to be reading the plays 
backwa~d, or reading Part One with one eye, keeping tbe 
other eye on Part Tv-10 wi tb the preconception of seeing them 
-~·--
--~--as- o.ne unit. 5 O.f' course there are- links between the two 
plays., but there are links, in varying degrees, between 
- --- ---- ---·· 
D 
-· ·_; 
• I 6 all tbe plays of the two tetralogies'.. ·It is not the con-
cern of tbis _ study to deal with the various __ phases. of the 
-structural problem, but as far as the education theme is 
\ 
- ---- .... ---- -- -
7'-" - - -
- - - ----
.. 
.; 
" 
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--·· ---------
-- ... " 
. ' . 
concerned, tb'ere is no cont1nu1 tJ between tbe two parts 1n· · 
the evolution of the Prince's cbaraeter. Rather, in Part 
Two, as it bas been observed by many oritics 9 tbe clock is 
aet back again, and instead of tbe dramatic progress the 
. 7 two plays present a se;ries of nmarch and ·countermarcb(lu 
Though "tale are reminded of. several minor points in Part 
'l'wo, we are required to forget the main issu'es of Part One, 
. Nobody in Part Two seems to remember that there has been .a 
· reconciliation between the King and the Cro1\fne>Prince, who 
' .. ' ' ... ' . ' . ' 
bas vowed to mend his ·ways and has honoured bis word to tbe 
end of that play. If we take tbe Hal of 2 Ha IV to be the 
-- -
same Hal or Shrewsbury, be is a downright liar when be ••JB 
on bis coronation: 
------·-- ....... · · · The tide of blood in me 
Hath proudly flow'd in vanity till now: 
Now doth it turn and ebb ba,ck to the sea, 
Where it shall mingle with ,the s ta ta or floods And flow bance~ortb in formal majesty (V.ii.129-33). 
What happens in Part Two does not look like a continuat.ion 
\ 
. 
of the events of Part One. Aside from the death-bed scene 
.. 
and the coronation, Shakespeare seems mostly to be present-
ing·events in parallel, in repetition or in shift of empha-
sis. The plausible explanation perhaps is that he felt the 
.-
necessity of writing Part Two after the tremendous success 
o:f Part One. 
Tbe dramatist pu~posefully wants us to forget the main 
, events or Part One, for otherwise, as P~ofessor Jenkins ·bas 
observed, be will be in a thorny problem. T.be dramatic 
f 
-- i 
,, 
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e.r:rect or· Part One will be destroyed if we are to· assume-
... 
that tbe same victor of' Shrewsbury bas relapsed again to 
bis ·rormer wild life; and the dr~~tic errect of Part Two 
... -----·-
in its turn will be spoiled if Hal is to be presented from 
8 the beginning as·an already reclaimed prince. To solve 
this problem the dramatist presented two versions of one 
reformation. How could he do that? Professor Jenkins 
beautifully justiries the double-version presentation: 
.. 
There is ;'8 tY,E_e of' a hero whose adventures ) 
always can recur Le.g. Robin Hoo.Vo o o o In - · · 
rolk~lore, • o 0 though not in history, you can ., 
be at tbe same point twiceo And it seems as i~ 
Prince Hal may be sufficient of a folk-lore hero 
to be permitted to go again through the cycle- -or 
riot and reform.9 
This attractive rationalization, however, does not neces-
sarily support the pre-planned argument. It may very well 
_ se,rve the argument that Part Two was an "unpremeditated"·~, 
play on the ground that Shakespeare wrote it only after 
the big success of Part One, and he did not worry about 
finding logic to justify the repetition of events because. 
be knew there was rolklore tradition behind b1m. 
Jenkins is also right in noticing that the Hotspur 
and the Falstaff plot start and move together and that we 
'{ 
- . 
- ... --
__ _ _______ are promised tbat the Prince will dispose -of bo·tb -of tb·em -- ----
10 
at the end of the p~ay. But he is not right in assuming 
that Falstaff is left free·and that the,end of the play· 
gives an opportunity for writing a second part if the 
. ' ~-- ~--
. ·( 11 dramatist should choose to. The disposal of Falstafi' is 
·, 
. ' 
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-----------'~----~------·--:~-::8 convenient and effective way tb·at suits Part One. Like 
' \..--ft 
. - the reconciliation in Part One, it is final--only ~,e should 
-· -
- -- - - ___ __...,__ -·-, . 
·think of it as another version of rejection in the same 
--~-·--:- way we think of the two versions of reconciliation. 
----------
• \ ~ 1. --However, g~anting ror the argument's sake that it is 
not the kind of rejection v1e should expect, it does not 
- - . ' -
- - .. --
--·-- ,, r ·• ; \, ,. 
_
_
 M _
_
_
_
 _ follow that a second play was already being meditated. Aa 
---- - -
-T-· -- - -.-------
,J 
is universally admitted, Shakespeare must have had a plan 
for a play on the glorious· reign of Henry V. :Except for the 
success which must have prompted the second part, he could 
have very easily started with the coronation and the rejec-
tion o~ Falstarr early in tbat play. Perhaps such a rejec-
tion would have invoked less dramatic effect, but in that 
· case we would have had leas sentimental f'uss about Farlsta.ft 
than we do now. , 
Arguing that! Henry IY is a·dramatically and the-
matically complete and independent play does not neces-
sarily imply that g Henry lY is inferior to it. ·It is tbe 
dramatist's cap.ability in manipulating material, shifting 
of emphasis and creating parallel incidents that make Part 
I 
Two self-sufficient and great in its own right. But it is 
~---
_____ .f_~ir ~q say 't;hEl t the merits of _Par_t Tlt10 as a -dr-ama -ha-ve-------~-----
their counterparts in Part One, ror Part Two was inspired 
__ by the success of Part One and was meant to be a match to 
it.-
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wonders--vi th Yeats and Ma-a·et1eld before bim--wbether Hal I s· 
portrait is not "a satire, whether deliberate or unintended, 
on practical ability that wins success, on hero-ism that is 
essentially unheroic." 
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in Shakespeare 1 s Historical Plays, 11 RES, New Series I (1950), 
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3c. B. Watson, Shakespeare anQ the Renaissance Concept 
o~ Honor (Princeton, 1960), p. 251, finds Henry "a his-
torical study in the inconsistent mingling of ideal and 
reality, of professed sincerity and actual diplomatic 
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lll~zabetban doc~rine of degree, ttso long, ,r says Watson, "as 
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one's end" (p. 345). 
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II 1Q. Henry y (Stanford, 1957), p. 58. 
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See, see King Richard doth himself appear, 
As doth the blushing discontented sun 
From out the fiery portal of the east, 
When be perceives the envious clouds are bent 
To dim bis glory and to stain tl1e track 
Of bis bright passage to the ociident 
(III.iii.62-67). 
39Bullougb, p. 166. 
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Chapter II 
~-
lsbakespeare wants us to forg~t that in~ • .!!, Boling-
broke enquires: "can no man tell me of my unthrifty son?" 
and that Hotspur is the one who tells him that be has seen 
Prince Hal who would. pluck a glove .. from the commonest 
creature in the stews "Wear it··--as a favour; and with tba·t / 
He would unhorse the lustiest challenger'' (V.iii.1-19). 
T;bat the two rivals have not met in .! !!• IV till Shrewsbury 
lends a greater effect by implying that the ri v.alry. is not 
' 
,·\. 
--- -- -- -of a personal nature and that Hotspur• s continuous mis-
· judgment of the Prince depends only on bear~ay. 
,. 
.. -----------· 
.. 
' 
r 
,.., .. - . . ' . ' : ---·-··-----····---··-···--··--·----···-· --·-······ -
•••• "••••••• •• --· •,. '"' ••••,•-·• •o•~, -· "'"'"""••••-- -• • 
- .......... - - -- - --- ·-"· - - - - ---
' ./ 
2 ~ Bullough~ '·Source~., IV, p. 156; A. R. Humphreys, ed.~ 
! !!• IJ[_. p. 8 .fn., says._ the diff'erence was 21. :years. 
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~· 
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3J~rgensen~ p. 48, sees --'the discrepancy or age be-
' 
·tween l!o.tspur and bis colleagues a classical contrast of 
- young and old generals wbicb helps crea~te .disunity 1n a 
joint-command. 
,, 
4s. A. Small, "Hotspur and Falstaff, n S~_., XVI (1941), 
:_: . /1 \ 
,: 
\ 243-48, finds some tirty-five parallels in Hptspur's and 
Falstaff's utterances; and A. P. Rossiter, Ang,el v1itb 
" 
Horns and Other Shakes:eaape t ~- Lectures (London, 1961), 
p. 285., remarl-ts tha·t "Hotspur is at once a fine energetic 
figure of impulsive Knighthood and a figure of run.• 
5Tillyard, H1storz Plays,, P• 283. . . 
6Austere E. Claeyssens, "Henr:y: IV Part !" Lectures' on 
Four of Shakespeare's History Plals, Carnegie Series in 
English No. 1 (1953), P• 23 • 
. 7Hotspur implies that Hal is a common swaggerer and 
bas plebeian tastes. Humphreys, ed.,; "C1 !I• IT, p. 32, e·x-
plains tbat at the time of Shakespeare "Gentlemen began to 
adopt the rapie~ instead or the sword, which was retained 
by serving-men." 
-a . -- •· - . . ... - --~J..- e~,~---· -· . - --- . -- --- -- ---
Hanawalt, p. 375. 
9Logioally, · Hotspur · bas no reason to quarrel with Hal 
•·····•···· ·-·· -----· . -·---------·- - ~--- - ·--~ -·~--·- - . - ~ ·-··. --
since the latter is by this time still estranged from his 
father., But Shakespeare is preparing for Shrewsbury and 
• 
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. "' Hotapur' s __ ungenerosity need be unde:i-lined. 
lOTillyard, History Plez~, P• 280. 
--~---· --~- - -·- -' ··. ----~..: __,.____ ----··-·----- -
•• II, • -
--- - -- •'""!' 
- ~-
. ·--
- . 
- - - - ~- - - - - - - - - . 
- ... ~--~ --- ~ ------- -11Reeae, P• 305-e , . ·-----·· -····--~----~--'-'---;-:: .. _;:,__,_ 
-- ,:' 
··· ~ullougb, p, 165, points out that the Mirror for 
Magistrates declares that the oonspirato~s agreed "to stand 
contented each with his part. 11 Jorgensen, P• 45, observes 
that in addition to the -.~le of tbe disagreement with 
Glando,~1er in persuading him not to show up at SbrewsbU1"J", 
". 
"its pirincipal military significance is in forebodding · 
Hotspur's inability to connnand jointly with any person 
emotionally more mature than a Douglas." 
' . (s 
13w. G. Zeeveld, ll•Food for Powdel'1-- 1Food for 
Wol'Jlls, 1 " §S, III (19521, 251. 
1
~illyard, Histor;y: Plays., p. 283., has pointed out 
that Glendower's interest in poetry makes Hotspur even 
against his nature attack poets. 
15Tbe brother-in-law I am referring t() here is only 
according to Shakespeare's designations Shakespeare bas 
confused tw'o Mortimer_s and combined them in one: Edmund 
Mortimer (1391-1425), Fo~rtb Earl of March, who was 
'\ I 
Ricbar<i I s nominee to tbe tbP011e and -Hotspur' s brother-in--
law; and Edmund Mortimer (1378-1409?), uncle to the first 
Mortimer, wbo was captured by Glendower and who married 
' 
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b1a daugbter. s•e -Hardin Craig, ed., Works, p. 680. · 
,. 
- - - - _:__ .'l"i -~- ·--·..... ----- -
17worcester•·s treachery was a historical. fact.-· See ·-· 
- ---·-- -
Holinsbed (iif" • .523 / 1 / 48): quoted in Boswell-Stone, PP• 
144-145. Shakespeare makes ~Torceater' s mo·ti vat~on not 
t just pure malice (as it is in Holinsbed) but rear of ruture . 
. retaliation by the King. It seems to me t(b·at with 1'1or-
cester1 s reasoning and Hotspur 1 s temper there is very 
slight chance of accepting the o.ffer\, even if 1 tis con-
veyed. Thus, while Shakespeare is showing Hotspur a victim 
of a treachery, he is also implying that the treachery does 
not really have that significance, fo~ Hotspur is in a 
~ 
tragic trap with no outlet. Knowing Hotspur's nature, the 
Prince :righ~ly expects "It will not be /accepted, on my 
life" (V .1.115). 
l8Humpbreys, -ed. , .! !! • .!!, P. J.44. 
,., 19Hol1nsbed, 111., 525, quoted by Boswell-Stone, PP• 
146-47. .... \ 
/ 
-~ ,.. ,., 
~-(l ' 
"structural Unity Robert A. Law; im-· the Two Parts 
or Hen:r:,: .ll," §f, XXIV (1927), 227-29, has argued that it 
is a misunderstanding o:f Holinsbed; Bullougb, p. 163, 
argues that Hall, who uses the same words, leaves no doubt 
they mean ntl:1e others on tbe King's side," and so Shake-
speare bas purposefully employed a suitable amb~guity. 
\ 
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21Tb1s is a generally recognized interpretation. See 
--for example: Wilson., Fortunes, p. 70; Rihner, Hiatoi:{ 
Pl~IJ) po 175; ,,1. B. Hunter, uFalstaff,n Soutb Atlantic 
Quarter~:[9 L (1951), 87; Claeyssens, P• 43; Dickinson., P• \_- ----
-
--
43; Hanaitalt, p., 382; Fe }io Salter, "The Play within the ---~-------.-
Play of First Henrx IV., u Transactions of the !}oyal So.cietz 
of' Canada., 3rd Series~ Sectio11 rI, XL (1946), Po 218; and 
Wa1do F. McNeir, "Structure and Theme in the First Tavern 
scene of' _!!. IV Part One, u Essays QB Sl1akeSJ2eare, ed., G. · R. 
Smith (The Penna. State Press., 1965), p. 68. 
22see Salter, p. 218, aiid Hunter, P• 91. 
2Jw11son, Fortunes, p. 67. 
24 . Tl'aversi, R. II - H. V., P• 62. 
- - -
Chapter III 
.:.:. 
1see Robert Langbaum, The Poetn of Experience: The 
Dramatic Monologue in · Modern Literary T.rad.i tion ( New York, 
1957), PP• 160-81. 
,, 
2 Ibid.' P• 168. I. 
·•:.:. 
J 
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3 Ibid., P• 179. 
"' 
.. ~ · 4Travera1, !!• .Y - .!!• !, p. 70 and M. C. Bradbrook, 
Sb$kespear2e. and Elizabethan Poetry (Oxf'ord, 1952), p. 198~ 
have claimed that subjecting Falstaff to moral judgment is ,:;.J 
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"'- .. ... irrelevant. In 1902, A •. c.· Bradlef' "The Rejection of Fa1---", 
ataff., n Oxford Lectures ·on Eoetri (Bloo1nington, 1961), P• 
-·- ____ ,,_,._ ... - -
-
·- . 270, 1·1rote nyou no more regard Falstaff's misdeeds moral·ly-----
~---------
.- -
-- --,--
than you do the much more atrocious misdeeds of' Punch or 
Reynard tbe Fox. You do not exactly ignore them, but you 
attend to their comic aspect.'' But Bradley himself does 
---- - -.....------ - -- - --
- ---------
I-
, not stick to bis own rule and tries to justify many of Fal-
atatr•s misdeeds. 
\ 
\ 
.I: 
·' . 5. - . 
Wilson, Fortunes., p. 37; s. A. Small, "The Re.flective 
lllement in Falstaff," SAB, XIV (1_939), 131; ~~ese, p. 293-6. 
-'---·~--
6 s. L. Bethell, "The Comic Element in Shakespeare's 
Histories," Angl ... ia., LXXI (1952), 9.3; Tillyard, His.tori 
Plays, p. 287; Schutte, ''1!• 1Y: Part Il," p. 38. 
7w1 thin the first sixty lines we are reminded f1 ve 
times of the Prince's not too distant assmnption of re-
sponsibjlity (four as "when thou art a King":and once as ' 
. 
"heir apparent"). 
8 
. 
F.dward s. LeComte, "Thieves of the ~ay's Beauty," 
'. - .// 
MLN, LXIII (1948), 256-251, carries the interpretati.on 
- further a·nd takes the Prince 1 s··-words to mean "thou sbalt 
. bang as a thief.·" 
} ___ ~-~--~,,:·_'_ --~- ~' 9see- W. Schutte, p. 38, wbo observes that for Elita-
-·-
betbans tbe moon is symbol of incons.i-&tancy (Juliet's "in-.. 
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constant moon") J while the sun is constant, symbol of ol'der --' ___ _ 
, and harmony in tbe universe and hence., the King.-
-
-
. 
1
~ee ietbell., P• 94., and Salter., p. 209." 
V • -
---
. ' 
- - --- --
--
..-: - -
IV, p. 12. - - ~ --- ---=--_--_ -~-"-~-. 
~. . . "' 
---- -- --- - - . ·- - -·-· . - ·-- -·-- ---- ·- .. ---
I --- -- •·-· -
"' 
· l2wilson~ · Fortunes., P• 39., remarks that "Falsta:f:f 1 s 
sauciness, 
• • • is that of' 1 an allowed .fool' as Shakespeare 
- used the term in Tweli'tb Night ( I e v o 91, 1 there is no slanders 
1n an allowed .fool, though- be do nOtbing but rail.'" 
13see Lily Campbell, "Histories," p. 250. 
14zeeveld, p. 252. 
· --~~ 
1
-2.J:_f'ind it bard ~to swallow the inconsistency of' many 
.. 
cri ties who forget the inhuman manifestations in Falstaff . -
(an aspect that is not essential .for a comic role), and by 
the same token-de!)lore the "brutality" of Hal for rejecting 
bim (an act which bis office dictates). ·' -·-·· ... 
r _,, 
16 
See J. D. Draper, "Falstai'f 1 f'ool and jester,'tt ~. 
; ,- I 
VII (1946), 458. 
' ;~ 
17 · - · -
· E. E. Stoll, Shakespeare Stud18a (New York, 1942), 
p. 409, answers those who defend Falstaff on slight evidence 
from outside the play, that to all dramatists what stands 
in ttie foreground is more signific·ant than wbat is in tb8 
background and nwbat stands first in the play, as the, 
... 
-
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·-
.. ·_ cowardly ·flight from Gadsbill, 1a most import~nt -~t all and 
-·- - -·-c- -- ' --~~ 
- -· --- - - ~-- - --- --·· ·~-
I 
I, -·-
dominates the whole. 
·-
.. --·- ··----~-
18see Stoll, 11 A Falstaff' for the 'bright: 1 n Hl,, · L'.!'. . · ·. · · , 
-- .. ----.----- ----- -
., (1954), 146; A. J. Waldock, "Tbe -Men--in Buckram,~ 
- ---~-:---~~-- -_ XXIII (19l~7}, 22. - ·- -- ---~ -------~-------
, 
. I 
_;,·, 
l9t .. T ld ·· k - 2·2 na -oe , P• •· .-. . > 
.- ._ .... ; .. ... 
20see Sen Gupta, p. 1:33; and H.B. Charlton, *'Shake-
,· apeare' s 'Dark Comedies'," Bulletin of Tbe John Rylands 
Library, XXI (1937), P• 98. 
21wilson, Fortunes, PP• 53-54. s. B. Hemingway, non 
Behalf of that Falstaff.,"§£, III (1952), 309, also sug-
- gests that a stage direction might have dropped out where 
l 
"Falstaff may have been couched to eavesdrop in I.ii., 
while Poins is outlining bis Gadshill plot to Hal." That 
woulq make tbe scene and its conse .. quences more hilarious, 
Hemingway believes. 
22
stoll, 11Falstai'f for the 'bright, 1 n . p. 155. 
l .. 
23stoll, Sbak8speare Studies, p. 412. 
' 
24stoll, 11Falstat'f i'or the 'bright,'" p. 156; and 
Waldock, P• 19 • 
• 
25stoll, Shakespeare Studies,~. 417; also J. W. 
Draper, "sir John Falstaff," 
--
{1932), 414 .. 424, who 
I'- ·-
.. 
----- --- --
·, 
- - -~ ----- ~ "'---- . .c-· --·---~ ,- __ -- .. -~. --~-.---------
.. . 
• 
. t . -
------~~~=-_cc--=----=-~-------------_......, __ ..-___ ...... _......._ ________ .....all_ .... _______________ !!!!IEC:C.:b,J_~-~~~~- ~~~· 
- - - . . ·- . ---- -- -· 
-- -
-
- - - ---- -
---··----- ---~ ·-- -
- ... 
, 
- I 
·- -- -·-.,;::-- --,-- --·· sees that cowardice waa tbe one thing Elizabethans cannot 
I 
. -~ 
coridone- and Falata:rf' s cowardice is indicated by all recog~ 
-. 
nized outward signs of the age; and Watson, p. 115, writes 
____________ _:_!!for tbe Renaissance man of honor the only_ adm:1ssable fear-
, 
j. • 
- ... - - - ... 
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waa that of i~amy." ... - t -- . - - -- --~ -----· --- ~ ··-·-··------ -- --
---- - ----· ----~-- - - ---· -- - --··-
r· ··-~ .. 
,-
,.. - - -
(j • 
' 
_.,- -- ------- -
_ the Dramatic Character of Sir John Falstaff (London, 1820 >., 
is based primarily on bits of evidence mostly from outside 
the play as if Falstarr were a real person not a dramatic 
cbarQcter. 
•..... r, 
27Quoted by Watson, p. 68; see also W11son, Fortunes,_ 
p. 85; and Humphreys, ed., 1. li• IV, p. 153. 
28c. A. Greer, 11Falstai':f, A Coward? 11 N&Q, ns, II (1955), . 
~ ·) 
176-7, poses an interesting question: "What if all soldiers, 
,,...,-~ ......... ---~ ,., 
say, should fall down and pretend dead, as Fals~aff did, 
and ,~ot :fight tor the common cause?n 
..... 
291n a sense it is death. Caesar does not 1isten to 
.. bis wife's ta1e or the ominous portents· for: 
.... 
Cowards die many ~imes before their deaths; 
The valiant never taste or death but once (Julius Caesar, II.ii.32-33).- - -.-
30 I• 
For a sample of views condoning Falstaff's attitude 
" 
-- __:"L_ - -
-· 
towards honour see Bradley, pp. 261-62; Cb~rlton, p. 122; _,,.-,. - _· - - -. - - - --
Traversi, ~ Approach, PP• 30-31; !1• Il - !!• X, PP• 56-57; 
,. -
c--=- --- ------ -~ ------- .... --·.------· - • - -
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-Watson, P• 224; Sen Gupta, p. 127; and William J. Grace, 
... 
Approacb~ng S~akespeare (New York, 1964), PP• 50-53. 
-
-· 
(' .. ,,.,.,i,r•;,.-,r•::~.,,,.,•r:~i'',..,,-,r•r•.~•1•;•r•;•r•,:,,.":······' 
31Hunter, pp. 89-91; see also Tillyard., Hist.or,: Plays., ·, ·,?. 
.. - . ;. 
-~- -p~~ 265; Hibner, History Pla,:, p. 175; and Dickinson, P• 43. 
- -
-· ---~ - ------~-~ -
-- ~ 
32stoll, Shakespeare Studies, P• 423, comments: "men- ·. 
-. 
·. of principles, soorfil:.ng glory, do not snatch at other men•·s.• · · -----'-··-
,;,.· 
" . 
... 
33contra~ :to this Jtibne;, Historz _?lay, p. 172, writes., 
•1n so tar as the education of Prince .Hal is concer~ed, how-
ever, we must always remember tba.t Falstaff is tbe destruc-
tive element, the tempter away from virtue. n For a dif-
ferent view _see Claeyssens, "!!• IV f. -1," PP• 22, 32. 
3~Tillyard, Histo!"l Plays, pP. 274-8, has shown that 
a Renaissance perrect ruler is expec~ed to acquire know1-
.{ 
edge ·of all levels of his people. See also Reese, p. 305. 
35Tillyard, History Plays, p. 275. This statement of 
Tillyard supports my argument that the education or Hal is 
completed in Part One, for it adds a strong reason why ttere 
is no need for a second play to continue the prince•s life-
among tavern peopleo 
36see Cliford Leech, "The Unity of' g !!• IV," -SS., VI 
(1953), P• 24• 
.37 comi,ared with the wri tars Of bis age, Shakespeare 
' "-..r· -
----- -·---- ---- - - - -- .-
~ - ~-----·· 
------ -.-- . ------ --- ,.-- --- ---- -- ---- --~----,--
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·"-· 
·. 
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baa almost a sense of democracy. Hardin Craig, Enchanted ,-
Glass, Po 192, points out that nElizabetban literature 
-· 
usually • • • undervalues the common people. 11 
-
-- i 
.. ' 
~"' .38Tillyard, History Pl,a:y:s, p. 276. 
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.· ·· 39 As Jenkins, p. 17, has noted · ttalt&C>Ugb tbe tw() actors . . 
, .... ' 
r':-' I 
,} 
exchange Foles., they do not really obange sides in this de-
bate1" and Falstaff in botb roles simply pleads fo'l' bimsel.f. -
. .__ ..... ---- \ ... 
4°see Wilson, Fortunes, p. 20, and B. Spivack, Shake-
speare and the AlJegqFz or Evil (New York, 1958), p. 203. 
, ....... ,i 
41Fo'l' some strange reason Sen Gupta, p. 137, maintains 
that Hal's mind is commonplace whereas be sees "creativity" 
1n Falstaff who clownishly tuJ:>ns a ,chair into bis throne, 
-~ 
a cushion into his crown and the Hostess into his queen, 
"and the two speeches be delivers on behalf' of himself are 
a marvel of c:Peative advocacy." 
42 
H. c. Goddard, The Meaning .2£..Sbakespeare, p. 207~ 
... 
I 
cited in The Variorum Supplement!£ ,!!o IV fo .!, ed., G. B. 
Evans (1956), P• 81, sees the rejection not only forecast 
but rather "rehearsed" in this sceneo "Now be pretends to 
be bis father and does banish Falstaff. A little later be 
will become like bis rather and will banish him." 
--------
.· ·. 43see w. J. Wain, The Living World of Shakespeare (~ew 
- _·_ York, 1964), PP• 58-9. 
--
.44Jenkins, p. 19, points·out that Hal goes. on horse 
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&Ila tbe "cbarge. ot toot" shows a decline in Falstaf.f' s 
status and a sign o~ separation from the Prince; Humphreys,_ 
--
ed., l H. -IV, p. ix, ob~er,res that borsemansbip symbolizes,. 
-- - - -
. -- ---· -- - - -- --
- / 
_________ ..:._ ___________ - the chivalric theme in the play and Falstaff's appointment 
0 • 
~ ---- --·-·· -- -
"marks bis significantly unchivalric status.n_ See also 
- Wilson, Fortunes, P• 35, and Lily Campbell, P• 250. 
... 
~ --- _.;._ 
45stoll, Shakespeare Studies, P• 453, asks: . "Why in· 
. . . 
-'Elizabethan drama are rools and clowns for ever elbowing 
. . 
Kings or emperors without a ghost of a pretext or excuse? f 
To jest, as Falstaff does." 
46nickinson, P• 45. 
47Tillyard, Historz Plays, pp. 271-2, ~bsel"Ves tbft 
Hal "never treats Falstaff any better than bis dog, with 
wbom he condescends once in a way to have a game"; Travers!, 
~. II - l!• Y, PP• 8, 64, blames the Prince for his detach-
ment which, be thinks, reveals a cold calculating nature; 
and A. c. Bradley, p. 254, admits Hal has never been weak 
in_ bis dealing with ·the tavern people. 
'Conclusion i 
1S•e Sbaaber, "Unity," P• 219; Zeeveld, p. 251; and 
Reese, p. 297. 
- I 
2 Samuel Johnson, ed., 1765/' iv, p. 235, cited in tbe 
:S:ew Variorum ! Henry IV, ed., M.~ A. Sbaaber (Pbiladelpbia, 
_1940), P• 558. 
~ 
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--- . ' -- - - -~ - -- ---- _ ... __________ - --- - -----·-----
- --~ -,--- - - - ---· ·-. -
.. 
: 3w11son, Fortunes, p. 4 ff; Tillyard, History Plazs, 
p. 264 ff; "Sbekespeare 1 s Historical Cycle: Organism or 
Compilation?" §!, LI - (195L~), 34 ff o }iany other critics 
.)lave, more or less., :rolloi~ed \1ilso11 a11d Tillya1~d ~n tbei:P 
~ assumption that the education is not completed in Part One, 
------ ------~·---~----·-- - . 
. ~.' 
··" thus., have assumed the unity of the two plays._ See for ex-
. ample: Bullough, PP• 15.5=-79; Ribner., History:Pla:y:, po 170, 
- . 
who say·s: "Prince Hal is taught to be a -oldier in 1. !!• JV 
, .... . 
' . 
and a statesman in g !!• rvn; Humphreys,, ed.,. g- !!• IV., p • 
- .. ~1 JCCVi, who writes, "Part l showed Hal's accession to Chiv-
alry, Part 2 will sbow his access.ion to Good Rule"; and 
Traversi, ~ • .ll - ~. y, pp. 7-8, finds Hal still unqualified 
after .def'eating Percy, because be should "overcome himsel.f 
-
to attain the impersonality bis great office requires," and 
tbis·is only attained by reconciliation with the Chief 
Justice, Traversi believes. 
4c. F. T. Brooke, The Tudor Drama (Cambridge, Mass., 
1911), PP• 333-36; Law, "Structural '':Unity., n PPo 223-42; 
"Links be~1een SbakespeaI1e 1 s History Plays, u SP.? L (1953), 
169-87; Sbaaber, "The Unity of Henry 1!, n Ada:m.V s Memorial 
Studies, ed., J. McManaway {v1asbington 9 1948)s PPo 217-27; 
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H. E. Cain., "Further Light on the Relat~on of 1 and Ea Henn: 
IV, 11 .§S, III (1952)., -21-38; Zeeveld, PP• 249-53; Bradbrook, 
pp. 189, 267·. I Jenkins, pp. 8-26., o:Cf'ers an interesting 
tbeol'y that Sbakespe.ar~ intended one play at the beginning-._ 
till the end 
. plays. 
·,. 
. ~-
bis __ pla;n to . two 
~ .. 
, , , ,, • •, ·, • •, • 1 , , ', -, -.-_., i. : ··, ·, ', ·; ·, ' I • •' , , . 
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·. $This is particularly true of Tillyard, who sees not. 
only the two parts .:of _g. 1Y as one play but the two tetral-
., - . - . 
' 
ogies as one gre·at epic wi tb Eng~and as the bero •. -· 
- ---- --· - ··;--· ~,-·•-.-·. 
~ \ 6r.aw, "Links," p. 187, says tb8 eight plays •are · · ··· .--·--··-~---
coupled together like· separate coaches of a railway train,• , . . 
rather than as· cantos ·of a great epic·. 
7see Brooke, p. 333, and Sbaaber, "Unity," pp. 220-23. 
Brooke., who sees Part Tt.,,.,o as "unpremedi ta tedn part, has ·even 
pointed out that the character of the Prince grows weaker 
in Part 2 for instead or action be bas to revert only to 
-
declamat1on • 
~·-
·-9 ' "~ 
·Ibid., PP• 24-25. 
10 5 . Ibid., pp. 1 ff. HumpbFeys, ed., g li• ll, pp • 
XXvii-x.xviii., obj'ects that Sbakespea:re could not have in-
tended Shrewsbul'y to be i'inal for -both Henry IV1 s reign and 
the comic plot needed more treatment. To this one may reply 
that Shakespeare omits, expands and makes any changes that 
sui t __ ~is_ p~~oses. 
---~-,----,,-,-,--- Campb.ell-, Hi-stor,ies, pp. 228-29, bas 
.(' 
- · ... 
shown that the dramatist bas combined three rebellions into 
one (the :Percy's) and brought it to a climax at Sbrewsbun. 
11 . -~ 
Jenki_na, pp. 22-2.3. 
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~adhi Weis Al-Dour! -was born on September 1, 19.38, a-t-
, -
Dur on the Tigris 70 ··m1-1e··s··-nortb or -Baghda~. He started 
learning English as a foreign language at tbe fifth grade 
· _____ --~- of the Elementary.School. -- In 1950-51 he enter~d Adamiyyab 
.. 
,· 
Secondary SchooJ. in Baghdad and was graduated in 1954-55 
' ... r: 
- ~ 
with top grades in· bis· school (Literary Seq~;l._o-h), and 
.passed the unified Ministry o:f Education General Ex.amina-
tions as second-top in Ira.q. He entered, the University 
of· Baghdad ( College of· Education., ·-Department o.f English) 
in 1955-56 and received bis B. A. (Honours) in 1958-59. 
( 
,-
For tb.e next five years he taught :Ln Samarra Secondary 
School and in Dur Secondary School till fall 1964, when 
he came to Lehigh University on an Iraqi Governraent schol-
arship to continue bis study for an M.A. in English. He 
completed the requirements for the degree in rall 1966, and r 
will go back to teach at tne University of Baghdad. 
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